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For over 50 years Mustang Survival has been delivering confidence 
to those who work, play, or protect on or in the water. From our 
headquarters at the Mustang Waterlife Studio in British Columbia, 
Canada, we craft marine gear that pushes boundaries; of science and 
innovation, engineering, and of what’s possible for the human body. 

Fully equipped with a science lab to test human physiology and material 
properties, a prototyping shop where we trial product concepts, an 
in-house testing pool to evaluate new ideas, and a full manufacturing 
center to carefully craft our marine gear, the Mustang Waterlife 
Studio is an incubation hub for cutting edge ideas. With the HQ 
poised on the banks of the mighty Fraser River—a behemoth that 
feeds the Pacific Ocean—we test what we build in real-time, in the 
real world. With every element of the product experience tucked 
tightly under our finger, and some of the most progressive engineers 
and designers creating customized products for every user we support, 
we truly challenge the status quo and change the standards of how 
marine gear is designed and built. 

We’re here to protect the lives of those who live beyond land.
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PRODUCT ARCHITECTURE
Finding the right gear isn’t always about activity—but environment. 

When Mustang Survival engineers and designers go to work,  
that’s what they’re considering: not only what does someone  
have to do in this, but where are they going to be? Which is why  
we break down our technical products into four key categories: 
Inshore, In Water, Offshore, Over Water. 

These categories are supplemented with Marine Essentials; a line  
of gear that integrates seamlessly with the environment-specific  
goods we create.

The result is a comprehensive way for customers to outfit  
themselves across whatever expedition they’re departing on.

INSHORE 
Products designed for  

use near shore, on lakes,  
or rivers. You can still  

expect inclement weather 
and rough water.

IN WATER 
Products designed for 
when you expect to be 
in and out of the water 
during your activity.

OVER WATER 
Professional products 
specifically designed for 
use on air transport when 
working or traveling  
over water.

OFFSHORE 
Products designed for 
use far from the shore. 
You can expect rough 
seas, harsh winds, and 

inclement weather where 
rescue would take time.

MARINE  
ESSENTIALS 
Products that can  

be used across environments, 
activities, and outputs.
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Military + Government

The groups responsible for our 
national safety, and the individuals 
going to the front lines to keep us 
all safe.

PRODUCT CATEGORIES
We’ve been at this game of creating life-saving components for 
industrial and marine professionals for 50+ years; and in that time, 
we’ve seen 4 specific categories of consumers emerge - each with 
their own unique needs, expectations, desires and drivers. 

Recreation

People who push the limits of 
their activities for the sake of 
enjoying the wildness of marine 
environments.

Industrial

Individuals exposing themselves to 
the (sometimes extreme) elements 
and need the best gear possible 
to get the job done, and then get 
home safely afterwards.

Public Safety

The people keeping our waterways, 
communities and countries safe, 
who respond when other lives need 
saving.
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2022 RECREATION 
COLLECTION
Our 2022 spring/summer recreational 
collection has grown significantly and we 
couldn’t be more excited.  We’ve added 
flotation for the whole family (even the 
dog) and expanded technical apparel  
solutions to suit a wide variety of marine 
needs. Here at Mustang Survival, we 
don’t believe in off seasons and the way 
we build and design our gear reflects that.  
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FLOTATION 
You may not be able to calm the waters, but a little  
peace of mind can calm the nerves.

Mustang Survival flotation products are legendary in 
professional marine communities, and we continually 
challenge and innovate to make sure our flotation products 
stay world-class for safety and performance. 

We offer a wide range of flotation solutions from inflatables  
to foam for any type of marine environment with one goal  
in mind—To keep you safe.
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EP 38 OCEAN RACING HYDROSTATIC  
INFLATABLE VEST
Model#  MD6284 (USA) MD6254 (CAN)

Size UNIVERSAL ADULT RE-ARM  “B” MA5283

Approval USCG – RECREATIONAL T YPE V WITH T YPE II PERFORMANCE 
TC APPROVED INFLATABLE PFD (T YPE II PERFORMANCE)

Our offshore ocean racing PFD, the EP 38 is ready to race. Our lowest 
profile, highest buoyancy inflatable. Our only PFD with an integrated spray 
hood and crotch straps.

• Hammar® Hydrostatic Inflator Technology (HIT™) will only inflate  
when submerged in 4” or more of water pressure, and not in rain, spray, 
or high humidity

• ISAF Race Ready (combines Coast Guard approvals and ISAF 
compliance for ultimate performance)

• 38 LBS of buoyancy when inflated
• Low profile, lightweight chassis tailored for active use
• Discreet manual inflation handle prevents snags
• Back mounted, storable spray hood
• Marine-grade retro-reflective materials and whistle
• Integrated sailing harness with soft tie-in
• Removable crotch strap

HIT™ HYDROSTATIC INFLATABLE PFD  
WITH SAILING HARNESS
Model#  MD3184 02 (USA) MD3154 02 (CAN)

Size UNIVERSAL ADULT RE-ARM  “C” MA7214

Approval USCG – RECREATIONAL T YPE V WITH T YPE II PERFORMANCE
TC APPROVED INFLATABLE PFD (T YPE II PERFORMANCE)

The most popular sailing PFD in our inflatable line. Offshore capable with an 
integrated harness and our highest buoyancy. Hammar® Hydrostatic Inflator 
Tecnology (HIT™) to withstand harsh offshore conditions.

• Hammar® Hydrostatic Inflator Technology (HIT™) will only inflate  
when submerged in 4” or more of water pressure, and not in rain, spray, 
or high humidity

• 38 LBS of buoyancy when inflated
• Manual inflation handle allows you to inflate the vest at any time
• Two heavy-duty stainless steel D-rings for use with tethers
• Neoprene Comfort Collar™
• Strobe light holder, safety whistle and SOLAS reflective tape on 

inflation cell
• Durable outer shell with reflective accents
• Water resistant pocket

OFFSHORE INFLATABLES
When rescue may be delayed, flotation needs  
to be able to weather any storm.

Engineered, designed and developed for environments 
where users find themselves in isolated or rough waters, 
offshore PFDs offer the buoyancy suitable for all water 
conditions. Ocean racers to adventurous sailors seeking 
open water can eat, sleep, and push through long days 
pulling lines in our offshore vests that give them full range  
of motion, complete comfort, and peace of mind.

BACK

13 BLACK

123 RED-BLACK

263 BLACK-FLUORESCENT YELLOW GREEN INFLATED

INFLATED

SPRAY HOOD
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PILOT 38 MANUAL INFLATABLE PFD
Model#  MD3181 (USA) MD3151 (CAN)

Size UNIVERSAL ADULT RE-ARM  “I” MA3181

Approval USCG – RECREATIONAL T YPE III / COMMERCIAL T YPE V
TC APPROVED INFLATABLE PFD (T YPE II PERFORMANCE)

Your favorite offshore vest, with more control in your hands. We took our 
safest inflatable that navigates you through the most intense environments 
with confidence, and added a manual deployment.

• Manually activated Inflator by Hammar®
• 38 LBS of buoyancy when inflated
• Strobe light holder, safety whistle and SOLAS reflective tape on 

inflation cell
• Durable outer shell with reflective accents and whistle
• Water resistant pocket
• 1.5” Buckle Belt Extender sold separately (model #MA7637) 

MIT 150 CONVERTIBLE A/M INFLATABLE PFD
Model#  MD2020 (USA) MD2021 (CAN)

Size UNIVERSAL ADULT RE-ARM “F” MA7113

Approval USCG – RECREATIONAL T YPE II / COMMERCIAL T YPE V 
TC APPROVED INFLATABLE PFD (T YPE II PERFORMANCE)

A high buoyancy inflatable with the ultimate in versatility by offering the 
ability to switch between inflation modes: automatic and manual. With 38 
lbs of buoyancy, this PFD keeps you safe anywhere on the water.

• Convert between automatic and manual only inflation models by easily 
swapping inflator caps (included) depending on your situation

• Provides 38 LBS of buoyancy when inflated
• Exclusive Membrane Inflatable Technology™ (M.I.T.) creates a 

lightweight, flexible fit
• Zippered hip pocket to specifically carry converter cap
• High tenacity nylon face fabric provides supple feel while maintaining 

durability
• Inflator inspection window and easy access flap
• 1-fold, easy to repack design
• D-ring for engine cut off switch
• 1.5” Buckle Belt Extender sold separately (model #MA7637)

HIT™ HYDROSTATIC INFLATABLE PFD
Model#  MD3183 02 (USA) MD3153 02 (CAN)

Size UNIVERSAL ADULT RE-ARM  “C” MA7214

Approval USCG – RECREATIONAL T YPE II / COMMERCIAL T YPE V
TC APPROVED INFLATABLE PFD (T YPE II PERFORMANCE) 

Award-winning, offshore capable with our highest buoyancy. Hammar® 
Hydrostatic Inflator Technology to withstand harsh offshore conditions.

• Hammar® Hydrostatic Inflator Technology (HIT™) will only inflate  
when submerged in 4” or more of water pressure, and not in rain, spray, 
or high humidity

• 38 LBS of buoyancy when inflated
• Manual inflation handle allows you to inflate the vest at any time
• Status indicator window: green means it’s ready to go
• Neoprene Comfort Collar™
• Strobe light holder, safety whistle and SOLAS reflective tape on 

inflation cell
• Durable outer shell with reflective accents
• Water resistant pocket
• 1.5’’ Belt extender sold separately (Model # MA7637)

13 BLACK

123 RED-BLACK

191 ADMIRAL GRAY

4 RED

INFLATED

123 RED-BLACK

13 BLACK

262 GRAY-BLACK

INFLATED
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MIT 150  
CONVERTIBLE PFD
Welcome to the newest member of our  
tried-and-true MIT family: The MIT 150 
Convertible Automatic/Manual PFD. 
Expanding our best-selling collection,  
we’ve added a higher buoyancy vest for 
those wanting the extra security or who  
are venturing further offshore. Increasing 
its versatility, the new MIT 150 also converts 
between automatic or manual-only inflation 
modes with a simple swap of a cap.   
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ELITE 28 HYDROSTATIC INFLATABLE PFD 
Model#  MD5183 / MD5183BC (USA) MD5153 / MD5153BC (CAN)

Size UNIVERSAL ADULT RE-ARM “A” MA5183

Approval USCG – RECREATIONAL T YPE III / COMMERCIAL T YPE V
TC APPROVED INFLATABLE PFD (T YPE II PERFORMANCE)

The Elite™ 28 is ideal for fast moving boats and traveling at speed. 
Comfortable, slim, aerodynamic chassis. A favorite among bass fishers  
who have high output activity and need max mobility. 

• Hammar® Hydrostatic Inflator Technology (HIT™) will only inflate when     
submerged in 4” or more of water pressure or when manually activated, 
and not in rain, spray, or high humidity.

• Aerodynamic 3D chassis reduces drag at high speeds
• Shaped for optimum mobility and comfort
• Wicking mesh liner
• Discreet inflation handle reduces interference
• 28 LBS / 125 N of buoyancy when inflated
• Includes safety whistle (CAN model only)
• Bright fluorescent yellow-green inflation cell for improved in-water visibility
• D-ring for engine cut off switch
• 1.5’’ Belt extender sold separately (Model # MA7637)

MIT 100 AUTOMATIC INFLATABLE PFD
Model#  MD2016 03 / MD2016 C3 (CAMO) 

(USA)
MD2017 03 / MD2017 C3 (CAMO) 
(CAN)

Size UNIVERSAL ADULT RE-ARM “D” MA2014

Approval USCG – RECREATIONAL T YPE III / COMMERCIAL T YPE V
TC APPROVED INFLATABLE PFD (T YPE II PERFORMANCE)

A super easy-wearing PFD and a popular choice for “first inflatable” users. 
Simple 1-fold repack design and ultra lightweight design thanks to M.I.T. 
film inside. Ideal for inshore activities.

• Automatically inflates upon water immersion
• Provides 28 LBS of buoyancy when inflated - 1.5x regular foam PFDs
• Exclusive Membrane Inflatable Technology™ (M.I.T.) creates a 

lightweight, flexible fit
• High tenacity nylon face fabric provides supple feel while providing durability
• Inflator inspection window and easy access flap
• 1-fold, easy to repack design
• Also includes manual inflation cord
• 1.5” Buckle Belt Extender sold separately (model #MA7637)

INSHORE INFLATABLES
Move how you want and stay protected.

Specifically designed for activities where adventurers  
can see the shore on calm or in-land waters, our in-shore 
PFDs offer comfort without compromising on user safety, 
technology, or design. Finally, inshore flotation that keeps 
up with you on your every excursion.

4 RED

13 BLACK

261 MOSSY OAK  
SHADOW GRASS BLADES

191 ADMIRAL GRAY

4 RED

INFLATED

INFLATED
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MIT 100 MANUAL INFLATABLE PFD
Model#  MD2014 03 / MD2014 C3 (USA) MD2015 03 / MD2015 C3 (CAN)

Size UNIVERSAL ADULT RE-ARM “D” MA2014

Approval USCG – RECREATIONAL T YPE III  / COMMERCIAL T YPE V
TC APPROVED INFLATABLE PFD (T YPE II PERFORMANCE)

A super easy-wearing PFD and a popular choice for “first inflatable” users. 
Simple 1-fold repack design and ultra lightweight design thanks to M.I.T. film 
inside. Ideal for inshore or calmer water.

• Inflates via manual inflation cord
• Provides 28 LBS of buoyancy when inflated - 1.5x regular foam PFDs
• Exclusive Membrane Inflatable Technology™ (M.I.T.) creates a 

lightweight, flexible fit
• High tenacity nylon face fabric provides supple feel while providing durability
• Inflator inspection window and easy access flap
• 1-fold, easy to repack design
• 1.5” Buckle Belt Extender sold separately (model #MA7637)

MIT 70 AUTOMATIC INFLATABLE PFD
Model#  MD4032 

Size UNIVERSAL ADULT RE-ARM “H” MA4031

Approval HARMONIZED LEVEL 70 - USA AND CANADA 

Meet the smallest approved inflatable buoyancy aid device. Designed 
for multi-sport individuals seeking a versatile solution, this discreet and 
lightweight device can support any adventure. Automatic inflation model.

• Automatically inflates upon water immersion
• Exclusive Membrane Inflatable Technology™ (M.I.T.) creates a 

lightweight, flexible fit
• Easy-access inflator eases re-arming
• Provides 15.7 LBS of buoyancy when inflated
• High visibility, contrasting fabric when inflated for increased visibility in 

rescue scenarios
• Also includes manual inflation activation cord
• 1.5” Buckle Belt Extender sold separately (model #MA7637) 

MIT 70 MANUAL INFLATABLE PFD
Model#  MD4031

Size UNIVERSAL ADULT RE-ARM “H” MA4031

Approval HARMONIZED LEVEL 70 - USA AND CANADA 

Meet the smallest approved inflatable buoyancy aid device. Designed 
for multi-sport individuals seeking a versatile solution, this discreet and 
lightweight device can support any adventure.  Manual inflation model.

• Manually inflates by pulling activation cord
• Exclusive Membrane Inflatable Technology™ (M.I.T.) creates a 

lightweight, flexible fit
• Easy-access inflator eases re-arming
• Provides 15.7 LBS of buoyancy when inflated
• High visibility, contrasting fabric when inflated for increased visibility in 

rescue scenarios
• 1.5” Buckle Belt Extender sold separately (model #MA7637)

191 ADMIRAL GRAY

261 MOSSY OAK  
SHADOW GRASS BLADES

4 RED

191 ADMIRAL GRAY

268 AZURE BLUE

4 RED

INFLATED

191 ADMIRAL GRAY

268 AZURE BLUE

4 RED

INFLATED

INFLATED
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KHIMERA™ DUAL FLOTATION PFD
Model#  MD7183

Size UNIVERSAL ADULT RE-ARM “G” MA7116

Approval HARMONIZED LEVEL 70 - USA AND CANADA

Our revolutionary dual flotation device. This vest inflates! It gives just 
enough foam to help you float and swim easily, plus it can easily be inflated 
to boost buoyancy with a quick pull of the manual handle when you really 
need it.

• Dual flotation system blends the security of foam flotation with the slim 
profile of inflation technology

• 20.5 LBS total dual buoyancy (7.5 LBS foam buoyancy, 13 LBS 
additional buoyancy when cells inflated)

• Lightweight and low profile design offers greater comfort and range of 
motion, and eases re-entry into your boat from the water

• Adjustable shoulder and waist straps create a close-to-body fit
• Bright reflective shoulder patches for visibility
• Front storage pocket and slot to hold extra CO2 cylinder  

(extra cylinder not included)
• Front shoulder attachment point

IN-WATER INFLATABLES
When getting in and out of the water is a given,  
get gear that makes the transition a breeze.

The flotation solutions offered for these dynamic users 
provide the protection they need with the smart 
functionality they want. Pockets for finicky fishing lures 
and tools, choose-your-buoyancy for paddlers facing 
multiple dunks in the water, minimalist inflatables that 
stay out of the way and keep mobility and range of 
motion at an all time high—our in-water flotation makes 
sure adventurers have the best day possible on, and  
often in, the water.

191 ADMIRAL GRAY

268 AZURE BLUE

4 RED

FISHERMAN MANUAL INFLATABLE LIFE VEST
Model#  MIV-10

Size S - XL RE-ARM MI5700

Approval UNAPPROVED

Retro-inspired and so comfortable you may forget you’re geared up with 
flotation, the Inflatable Fisherman’s Vest is the perfect teammate for fair 
weather days while lake or river fishing.

• Six roomy storage pockets
• Manually inflates by pulling activation cord
• 16 LBS of buoyancy when inflated
• Sheepskin hook and fly patch
• Compatible with re-arm kit model # MI57007 OLIVE
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EXPANDING OUR RANGE  
AND EXPERTISE 
For years now, our recreational product offering has revolved 
around 3 key activities: fishing, sailing and paddling. And in 
2020, we expanded our offering and expertise in paddling 
foam flotation by bringing MTI (Marine Technologies International) 
into the Mustang family. For 2022, this previously-MTI product 
has been updated to align with the Mustang family of PFDs; 
ensuring the Vibe, APF, and Destiny along with other familiar 
MTI favourites, feel like a family next to the Lil Legends and Rev 
foam vests in the Mustang line.  

FLUID 2.0 MANUAL INFLATABLE BELT PACK
Model#  MD4016 (USA ONLY)

Size UNIVERSAL ADULT RE-ARM “D” MA2014

Approval USCG – RECREATIONAL T YPE III / COMMERCIAL T YPE V
 

High buoyancy inflatable belt pack for the serious touring SUP boarder.   
29 LBS of buoyancy gives you piece of mind when venturing farther from 
shore and zippered storage pocket keeps essentials close.

• Wide waist belt with 3D mesh wraps around the body securely
• Manually inflates by pulling activation cord
• Provides 28 LBS of buoyancy when inflated
• Yoke style bladder provides good neck and head support in the water
• Zippered storage pocket fits small items like sunscreen, key, and lip balm
• Daisy chain gear loops and D-ring on belt
• Inflator inspection window
• Includes safety whistle

806 BLACK-GRAY

MINIMALIST MANUAL INFLATABLE BELT PACK
Model#  MD3070

Size UNIVERSAL ADULT RE-ARM “J” MA3070

Approval HARMONIZED LEVEL 70 - USA AND CANADA

Designed for a range of marine activities, the Minimalist is just that: 
Minimal! A tiny, lightweight, inflatable flotation device worn around the 
waist. Manually operated, by pulling on the activation tab, the inflatable 
pillow is immediately released from the compact waist pouch  and pulled 
over the head to support the user behind the neck.

• Manually inflates by pulling activation cord
• Provides 18.9 LBS of buoyancy when inflated
• Stays out of the way until activated
• Molle webbing to carry essentials
• Lightweight ergonomic fit
• 1.5’’ Buckle belt extender sold separately (Model # MA7637)

191 ADMIRAL GRAY

INFLATED 268 AZURE BLUE
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WOMEN’S REBEL FOAM VEST
Model#  MV7051

Size S/M, L/XL

Approval HARMONIZED LEVEL 70 - USA AND CANADA

A female specific front entry performance foam vest for serious paddlers 
and sailors. Women’s specific fit and Adjust-a-bust system for additional 
support and comfort. Durable 210/420D ripstop nylon shell can withstand 
years of abuse.

• Front entry with zipper
• Durable 210/420D ripstop nylon shell
• Z-Strap cinch system for comfortable secure fit
• Women-specific fit with 6 points of adjustment
• Adjust-a-Bust fit system
• Neoprene padded adjustable shoulder straps
• 2 large zippered cargo pockets
• Fleece hand warmer pockets
• Leash loop inside hand warmer pocket
• Reflective trim on front, back, and shoulders

WOMEN’S DESTINY FOAM VEST
Model#  MV7050

Size S/M, L/XL

Approval HARMONIZED LEVEL 70 - USA AND CANADA

The Destiny is a versatile female specific vest for paddling or sailing.  
Women’s specific fit and Adjust-a-bust system for additional support and 
comfort and large mesh pockets to keep you organized. 

• Front entry with zipper
• Durable and soft 200D nylon shell
• Z-Strap cinch system for comfortable secure fit
• Women-specific fit with 6 points of adjustment
• Adjust-a-Bust fit system
• 2 zippered mesh pockets
• Neoprene padded adjustable shoulders
• Large mesh pockets with key clip
• Hand warming pockets with leash loops
• Reflective trim

9 GRAY

860 MERLOT

WOMEN’S SPECIFIC FOAM VESTS
Performance foam PFDs designed for  
the women’s body.

Not just colourway changes, these PFDs have 
been specifically designed to fit women’s bodies,  
providing unrivaled comfort when on the water. 
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WOMEN’S MOXIE FOAM VEST
Model#  MV8075

Size XS/S, M/L, XL/XXL

Approval HARMONIZED LEVEL 70 - USA AND CANADA

A women’s specific foam vest for kayaking. Classic high-back style with 
mesh panels keeps you cool and clears most kayak seat backs. Women’s 
specific fit and Adjust-a-bust system for additional support and comfort.

• Front entry with buckle
• Durable and soft 300D polyester shell
• Soft 200D polyester liner
• Women-specific fit with 8 points of adjustment
• Adjust-a-Bust fit system
• 2 expanding zippered stretch mesh pockets
• Adjustable shoulders
• Sunglasses loops
• Reflective trim on front, back, and shoulders
• Daisy chain attachments
• Tethered signal whistle
• Lash tab

WOMEN’S DIVA DELIGHT NEOPRENE PFD
Model#  MV1285 (CAN ONLY)

Size XS - XL

Approval TC MARINE - CAN / CGSB 65.11

Women’s specific high-grade neoprene PFD, the Diva Delight is designed 
for serious days in the water. Split tail reduces ride-up.

• High-grade neoprene for soft, comfortable fit
• Airsoft™ foam reduces chafing at collar bone
• Large armholes for enhanced mobility
• Split tail reduces ride-up
• Tone on tone geometric design
• Cut and sized specifically for women

853 SLATE-AQUA

857 MERLOT-CORAL

13 BLACK
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SLIPSTREAM FOAM VEST
Model#  MV7161

Size S/M, L/XL

Approval HARMONIZED LEVEL 70 - USA AND CANADA

A versatile easy to wear front entry foam vest. The Slipstream is built for 
any inshore activity but specifically appeals to those needing to carry a VHF 
radio or other rescue gear.

• Front-entry with zipper
• Durable 210/420D ripstop nylon shell
• Z-Strap cinch system for comfortable secure fit
• 3D breathable mesh liner
• Expanding cargo pockets
• Fleece-lined hand warmer pockets with carabiner loops
• Adjustable padded neoprene shoulders
• Daisy chain gear loops on back
• Sturdy reflective attachment loops above pockets
• Tethered signal whistle
• Lash tab

CASCADE FOAM VEST
Model#  MV7061

Size S/M, L/XL

Approval HARMONIZED LEVEL 70 - USA AND CANADA

For the performance minded individual looking for a vest to sail or paddle 
in. Low profile, open sided chassis offers freedom of movement and added 
ventilation. 210/420D nylon ripstop face fabric can withstand years of 
abuse while mesh inner liner keeps you cool. Large dual access zippered 
pocket keeps essential items close by and secure.

• Over-the-head entry with side buckle
• Durable 210/420D ripstop nylon shell
• Z-Strap cinch system for comfortable secure fit
• 3D breathable mesh liner
• Fleece-lined hand warming tunnel pocket
• Expanding mesh front pocket with dual-access zippers
• Adjustable padded neoprene shoulders
• Reflective panels and trim

4 RED

862 BOMBAY BLUE

ADULT FOAM VESTS
Foam flotation solutions for any water activity.

With our expanded foam flotation line, we now offer  
foam PFDs for the weekend warrior to the performance 
minded. Engineered for function and safety, and designed  
for all day comfort that won’t cut an adventure short.
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TRIDENT FOAM VEST
Model#  MV7160

Size S/M, L/XL

Approval HARMONIZED LEVEL 70 - USA AND CANADA

The Trident is for those looking for a versatile foam vest to do it all but 
prefer front entry. 2 large zippered mesh pockets for storage.

• Front entry with zipper
• 200D nylon shell
• Z-Strap cinch system for comfortable secure fit
• Large mesh pockets with key clip
• Hand warming pockets with leash loops
• Adjustable padded neoprene shoulders
• Reflective trim on front, back, and shoulders
• Daisy chain gear loops on back
• Tethered signal whistle

VIBE FOAM VEST
Model#  MV7060

Size S/M, L/XL

Approval HARMONIZED LEVEL 70 - USA AND CANADA

A pull over vest that offers excellent range of motion, the Vibe is ideal 
for sailing or paddling. Low profile, open sided chassis offers freedom of 
movement and added ventilation. Single mesh front pocket for essentials.

• Over-the-head entry with side buckle
• Durable yet soft 200D nylon shell
• Z-Strap cinch system for comfortable secure fit
• Large top entry mesh pocket with key clip
• Tunnel pocket for warming-up hands and accessible gear storage
• Adjustable padded neoprene shoulder straps
• Reflective trim on front, back, and shoulders
• Back loops and attachment point for a tow or SUP Leash Release Belt 

(not included: model #MALRB2)
• Daisy chain  gear loops on back
• Tethered signal whistle

JAVA FOAM VEST
Model#  MV7113

Size XS/S, M/L, XL/XXL

Approval HARMONIZED LEVEL 70 - USA AND CANADA

A front entry paddling vest with 210/420D ripstop nylon to stand up  
to your abuse.  Large mesh cargo pockets and lash tab keep essential  
gear within reach.

• Soft 3D contoured foam chassis with open sides 
• Durable 210/420D ripstop nylon shell
• Neoprene padded adjustable shoulder with strap end garage
• 6 points of adjustment
• 2 large zippered cargo pockets with mesh drainage
• Reflective trim front and back
• Gear loops on back 
• Lash tab
• Tethered signal whistle

131 BLUE

13 BLACK

4 RED

201 MANGO

862 BOMBAY BLUE

123 RED-BLACK
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SOLARIS FOAM VEST
Model#  MV8070

Size XS/S, M/L, XL/XXL

Approval HARMONIZED LEVEL 70 - USA AND CANADA

The Solaris was built for kayakers.  Classic high-back style with mesh panels 
keeps you cool and clears most kayak seat backs. Reflective trim and 
tethered safety whistle keep you safe on any adventure.

• Mesh high-back design increases breathability and clears seat backs
• Easy buckle clip front entry
• Adjustable shoulder straps
• 2 large zippered cargo pockets with mesh drainage
• Gear loops on back
• Reflective trim
• Tethered signal whistle

REFLEX FOAM VEST
Model#  MV7020

Size XS/S, M/L, XL/XXL

Approval HARMONIZED LEVEL 70 - USA AND CANADA

The Reflex is built on a traditional canoeing chassis with a durable 300D 
polyester shell. Eight points of adjustment and soft, flexible foam make the 
Reflex an incredibly comfortable option for paddlers with a longer torso.

• Deep V neck design
• Large shoulder openings for freedom of movement
• Soft yet durable 200D Nylon shell
• Adjustable shoulders with fabric buckle cover
• 8 points of adjustment
• Thin foam panels distribute flotation evenly around the body
• 2 large cargo pockets
• Reflective trim
• Tethered signal whistle

APF FOAM VEST
Model#  MV4111

Size UNIVERSAL ADULT

Approval HARMONIZED LEVEL 70 - USA AND CANADA

A foam paddling vest designed with a multitude of adjustment points to 
cater to various body types. Nine points of adjustment, including padded 
neoprene shoulders, help tailor the APF to any paddler’s needs.

• Open sides for freedom of movement and breathability
• Durable and soft 300D polyester shell
• 9 points of adjustment
• Neoprene padded adjustable shoulders with strap end garage  

for increased comfort
• 2 side storage pockets for small items
• Reflective trim on front and shoulders

123 RED-BLACK

863 BLUE-BLACK

222 YELLOW-GRAY

190 ROYAL BLUE 
NAVY

222 YELLOW-GRAY

861 RED-GRAY

806 BLACK-GRAY

222 YELLOW-GRAY

861 RED-GRAY
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JOURNEY FOAM VEST
Model#  MV7112

Size XS/S, M/L, XL/XXL

Approval HARMONIZED LEVEL 70 - USA AND CANADA

A simple, lightweight foam PFD for paddling.  Features a large storage 
pocket to carry essentials and open sides to keep you cool and allow for  
a wider range of motion.

• Soft 3D contoured foam chassis with open sides
• Durable yet soft 200D nylon shell
• Buckle-free simple shoulders with reflective trim
• 6 points of adjustment
• 1 large easy-access pocket designed for stashing your smart phone
• Gear loops front and back 
• Tethered signal whistle

LIVERY FOAM VEST
Model#  MV7010

Size XS/S, M/L, XL/XXL

Approval HARMONIZED LEVEL 70 - USA AND CANADA

An all around foam PFD for any water activities. Great to outfit the  
family or to have on board for any additional guests.

• Front entry with buckles
• Comfortable V-neck
• Large arm holes for paddling freedom
• Bright primary color that can color code for easy sizing
• Durable 300D polyester shell
• 3 front webbing straps can be adjusted to open  

for added ventilation

 

HORSEPOWER NEOPRENE PFD
Model#  MV1283 (CAN ONLY)

Size XS - XXXL

Approval TC MARINE - CAN / CGSB 65.11

Made with high-grade neoprene, the Horsepower Neoprene PFD is 
designed for serious days in the water. Split tail reduces ride-up.

• High grade neoprene for a soft, comfortable fit
• Airsoft™ foam reduces chafing at collar bone
• Large armholes for enhanced mobility
• Split tail reduces ride-up
• Zipper closure and two belts for secure fit
• Tone on tone artwork with Mustang text print on back

131 BLUE

4 RED

25 YELLOW

13 BLACK

131 BLUE

25 YELLOW

35 CHARCOAL
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NYLON WATER SPORT FOAM VEST
Model#  MV1273 (CAN ONLY)

Size S - XXXL

Approval TC MARINE APPROVED PFD

Make the same memories you did as a kid in a vest designed for all your 
inshore activities on the water.

• Airsoft™ flotation foam front for extra comfort around collar
• Three buckles for secure fit
• Large armholes for increased mobility

UNIVERSAL FIT FOAM PFD-ADULT
Model#  MV3005 (CAN ONLY)

Size UNIVERSAL ADULT

Approval TC MARINE APPROVED PFD

This universal-fit PFD provides incredible versatility for both recreational 
and industrial boaters alike. The perfect PFD to have on board for drop-in 
guests or a rotating work crew.

• (Meets minimum buoyancy rating of 15.7 LBS)
• 3-adjustment belts
• Open sides for a flexible fit

48 BLACK-CHARCOAL

4 RED
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ACCEL 100 FISHING FOAM VEST
Model#  MV4626

Size S - XXXL

Approval HARMONIZED LEVEL 70 - USA AND CANADA 

Designed and tested by professional anglers, the Accel 100 leads in  
speed-focused function, premium quality and comfort. Built for the  
angler that spends his days onboard higher speed fishing boats.

• Fleece-lined collar and hand warmer pockets for chilly mornings
• Segmented foam flexes as you move and reduces ride-up while sitting
• 500D Cordura® outer shell provides outstanding durability
• D-ring for engine cut off switch
• 2 zippered hand pockets to secure personal items

TOPWATER FOAM VEST
Model#  MV4112

Size UNIVERSAL ADULT

Approval HARMONIZED LEVEL 70 - USA AND CANADA

Designed in collaboration with kayak fishing ambassadors, the Topwater 
Foam Vest is a premium fishing PFD that offers plenty of storage to keep 
your gear close.

• Front entry with buckles
• 210/420D ripstop nylon shell
• Universal fit
• Padded adjustable shoulders
• Fishing bridge
• Expanding Cargo pocket
• Zippered flat pocket
• Elastic straps for tackle box or beverage
• D-ring pliers tether
• Mesh pocket for fishing license
• Pin-on retractor holder
• Rod-holder
• D-ring attachment points

123 RED-BLACK

3 GREEN

FISHING FOAM VESTS
Fishing specific PFDs so the only thing you have  
to worry about is whether you brought the right bait.

Whether river fishing or racing to your favourite  
fishing spot on a boat, we have PFDs to suit your  
needs. We can’t promise that you’ll have better luck  
with the fish wearing them, but you can rest assured  
you’ll be safe in or on the water with them.
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YOUTH BOBBY FOAM VEST
Model#  MV2500

Size 55-88 LBS (25-40 KG)

Approval HARMONIZED LEVEL 70 - USA AND CANADA 

A bit younger, but just as driven, the Bobby Youth Foam Vest is for the 
young paddler or sailor that’s looking for a performance vest. Mesh cut out 
for extra ventilation and fleece hand warmer tunnel for those cooler days 
on the water.

• Durable and soft 300D nylon shell
• 4 points of adjustment
• Padded adjustable shoulders with buckle covers for increased comfort
• Mesh cut out on back for increased ventilation
• Large zippered front cargo pocket with mesh drainage
• Fleece hand warming tunnel
• D-ring for attaching crotch straps
• Gear loops on the front

YOUTH REFLEX FOAM VEST
Model#  MV7030

Size 55-88 LBS (25-40 KG)

Approval HARMONIZED LEVEL 70 - USA AND CANADA 

The Youth Reflex is a foam vest perfect for the active young paddler  
or sailor. Front entry makes it easy to don and doff and the soft liner  
makes it comfortable to wear all day.

• Provides a minimum of 11.25 LBS of buoyancy
• Front entry with zipper
• Deep V neck design 
• Large shoulder openings for freedom of movement
• Durable 300D polyester shell
• 7 points of adjustment
• Adjustable shoulders with fabric buckle cover
• 2 large cargo pockets
• Reflective trim on front, back, and shoulders
• Tethered signal whistle

YOUTH FOAM VESTS
Youth and kids PFDs that transition seamlessly  
between activities and environments.

They’re the place where most Mustang Survival memories 
start—and where future expeditioners fall in love with  
marine adventures. They’re also the pieces that make it 
possible for avid explorers to confidently bring guests  
along onboard or along for the ride knowing their comfort  
and safety will be assured.

5 NAVY

80 NAVY RED

220 YELLOW-ROYAL BLUE
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CHILD REV FOAM VEST
Model#  MV3565 / MV3565CM

Size 33-55 LBS (15-25 KG)

Approval HARMONIZED LEVEL 70 - USA AND CANADA 

An excellent all-around PFD for older children who no longer need head 
pillow support (or stubbornly refuse it). Ultra soft fabric resists stains,  
and segmented foam flexes to keeps kids moving.

• Ultra soft
• Stain resistant
• Segmented foam for enhanced mobility
• Ventilated mesh back for breathability
• Wicking liner allows for quick drying
• Sturdy grab handle
• Crotch Strap for secure fit
• Fully adjustable

YOUTH REV FOAM VEST
Model#  MV3570 / MV3570CM

Size 55-88 LBS (25-40 KG)

Approval HARMONIZED LEVEL 70 - USA AND CANADA 

An excellent all-around PFD for older children who no longer need head 
pillow support (or stubbornly refuse it). Ultra soft fabric resists stains,  
and segmented foam flexes to keeps kids moving.

• Ultra soft
• Stain resistant
• Segmented foam for enhanced mobility
• Ventilated mesh back for breathability
• Wicking liner allows for quick drying
• Sturdy grab handle
• Fully adjustable

YOUNG ADULT REV FOAM VEST
Model#  MV3600 / MV3600CM (CAMO)

Size 88-110 LBS (40-50 KG) / 28’’-32’’ CHEST

Approval HARMONIZED LEVEL 70 - USA AND CANADA 

Finally a vest to call their own. REV for young adults has got the back of 
every ‘in-between’ mariner; those who have graduated from the youth 
vests but aren’t quite a fit for adult sizing.

• Specially designed interior foam panels form-fit the body to fit better 
than a size small adult vest

• Ventilated mesh back for breathability
• MOLLE inspired accessory panel for custom attachment of gear
• Segmented foam panels for an active, flexible fit
• Wicking liner for moisture management
• Sturdy grab handle
• Fully adjustable

268 AZURE BLUE

261 MOSSY OAK  
SHADOW GRASS BLADES

277 IMPERIAL RED

BACK

277 IMPERIAL RED

261 MOSSY OAK  
SHADOW GRASS BLADES

268 AZURE BLUE

BACK

272 GRAY/ 
WHITE/PINK

261 MOSSY OAK  
SHADOW GRASS BLADES

270 GRAY/LIGHT GRAY-FLUORESCENT  
YELLOW GREEN

BACK
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YOUTH LIL LEGENDS™ FOAM VEST
Model#  MV3560

Size 55-88 LBS (15-25 KG)

Approval HARMONIZED LEVEL 70 - USA AND CANADA 

The best in water performance vest in our line-up, It offers all the bells and 
whistles to keep your wee one safe, including head pillow, and grab handle.

• Ultra soft fabric
• Stain resistant
• 3-piece collar cradles head for extra buoyancy and improved  

in-water support
• Wicking liner
• Ventilated mesh back
• Sturdy grab handle
• Fully adjustable
• Reflective accents
• Crotch Strap

CHILD LIL LEGENDS™ FOAM VEST
Model#  MV3555

Size 33-55 LBS (15-25 KG)

Approval HARMONIZED LEVEL 70 - USA AND CANADA 

The best in water performance vest in our line-up, it offers all the bells  
and whistles to keep your wee one safe, including head pillow, crotch strap 
and grab handle.

• Ultra soft fabric
• Stain resistant
• 3-piece collar cradles head for extra buoyancy and improved  

in-water support
• Wicking liner
• Ventilated mesh back
• Sturdy grab handle
• Fully adjustable
• Reflective accents
• Crotch Strap

INFANT LIL LEGENDS™ FOAM VEST
Model#  MV325002 (USA ONLY)

Size 30 LBS (14 KG)

Approval USCG - UL1123 - MARINE BUOYANT DEVICES 160.064  - T YPE II

Often their first Mustang PFD, rarely their last, memories are made  
in the Lil Legends vests.

• Ultra soft fabric
• Stain resistant
• 3-piece collar cradles head for extra buoyancy and improved  

in-water support
• Wicking liner
• Ventilated mesh back
• Sturdy grab handle
• Fully adjustable
• Reflective accents
• Crotch Strap

268 AZURE BLUE

BACK 277 IMPERIAL RED

268 AZURE BLUE

BACK
277 IMPERIAL RED

268 AZURE BLUE

BACK 277 IMPERIAL RED
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YOUTH CLASSIC FOAM PFD
Model#  MV1207 (CAN ONLY)

Size YOUTH 27 - 41 KG (60 - 90 LBS)

Approval TC MARINE APPROVED PFD

Our Youth Child PFD is durable, versatile and built to handle all of your 
family’s boating needs.

• 3-piece collar cradles head for extra buoyancy and improved  
in-water support

• Adjustable waist belt and crotch strap
• Large grab strap on collar for ease of rescue
• Made with high-tenacity nylon

CHILD CLASSIC FOAM PFD
Model#  MV1205 (CAN ONLY)

Size CHILD 14 - 27 KG (30 - 60 LBS)

Approval TC MARINE APPROVED PFD

Our Classic Child PFD is durable, versatile and built to handle  
all of your family’s boating needs.

• 3-piece collar cradles head for extra buoyancy and improved  
in-water support

• Adjustable waist belt and crotch strap
• Large grab strap on collar for ease of rescue
• Made with high-tenacity nylon

INFANT CLASSIC FOAM PFD
Model#  MV1203 (CAN ONLY)

Size INFANT 9 - 14 KG (20 - 30 LBS)

Approval TC MARINE APPROVED PFD

Our Classic Infant PFD is durable, versatile and built to handle  
all of your family’s boating needs.

• 3-piece collar cradles head for extra buoyancy and improved  
in-water support

• Adjustable waist belt and crotch strap
• Large grab strap on collar for ease of rescue
• Made with high-tenacity nylon

123 RED-BLACK

123 RED-BLACK

123 RED-BLACK
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203 MANGO-BLACK

123 RED-BLACK

YOUTH LIVERY FOAM VEST
Model#  MV2300 (USA ONLY)

Size YOUTH 50 - 90 LBS

Approval USCG – RECREATIONAL T YPE III  / COMMERCIAL T YPE V

A youth-sized (50-90lbs) adaptation of our Livery Sport, the Youth Livery 
offers a comfy option for paddling, sailing, and power watercraft.

• Provides 11 LBS of buoyancy
• Front entry with buckles
• Durable 300D polyester shell
• Soft 200D polyester liner
• 3 points of adjustment
• Grab loop
• USCG approved for all paddling, sailing, power watercraft, water skiing, 

wakeboarding, jet-skiing, and towing

CHILD LIVERY FOAM VEST
Model#  MV2301 (USA ONLY)

Size CHILD 30 - 50 LBS

Approval USCG – RECREATIONAL T YPE III  / COMMERCIAL T YPE V

The Child Livery offers a comfy option for paddling, sailing, and  
power watercraft.

• Provides 7.25 LBS of buoyancy
• Front entry with buckles
• Durable 300D polyester shell
• Soft 200D polyester liner
• 3 points of adjustment
• Grab loop
• Built-in crotch strap
• USCG approved for all paddling, sailing, power watercraft, water skiing, 

wakeboarding, jet-skiing, and towing
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EXPLORER V FOAM VEST
Model#  MV9080

Size UNIVERSAL ADULT

Approval USCG – RECREATIONAL T YPE III  / COMMERCIAL T YPE V

With its heavy-duty construction, the Explorer V foam vest is designed 
for commercial whitewater outfitters and private float parties. Headrest 
attachment is double reinforced and key load bearing areas are reinforced 
with industrial-strength box stitching for added peace of mind.

• Provides 22 LBS of buoyancy
• Front entry with buckles
• Open sides for freedom of movement
• Reinforced headrest with double box stitched and bar tacked  

1.5” webbing
• Large topside of headrest open for adding company logo
• 500D Cordura®/1680D ballistic polyester shell
• 8 points of adjustment
• Neoprene padded adjustable shoulders with strap end holders
• Extra wide waist belt for better hold-down for different body types
• 4 webbing loops for attaching crotch straps (sold separately)
• Reflective trim

YOUTH CANYON V FOAM VEST
Model#  MV9070

Size YOUTH (50 - 90 LBS)

Approval USCG – RECREATIONAL T YPE III  / COMMERCIAL T YPE V

Designed to keep younger users save on the rapids, the Youth Canyon V is a 
proven whitewater rafting vest used by commercial whitewater outfitters.

• Provides 15.7 LBS of buoyancy
• Front entry with buckles
• Head pillow helps keep head above water when floating on your back
• Durable 210/420D ripstop nylon shell
• 6 points of adjustment
• Reflective trim

33 ORANGE-BLACK

123 RED-BLACK

124 YELLOW-BLACK33 ORANGE-BLACK

123 RED-BLACK

BACK

124 YELLOW-BLACK

RAFTING FOAM VESTS
The rapids are calling.

Trusted by commercial whitewater outfitters, our rafting line 
of foam PFDs offer safety and piece of mind for the whole 
family. High buoyancies in a simple package with robust 
construction to endure even the rowdiest of rapids.
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UNDERDOG FOAM FLOTATION
Model#  MV5020

Size XS - XL

The Underdog keeps your canine safe in the water. With 90% of the 
effective buoyancy under the neck and chest, the Underdog will provide 
comfortable flotation as it supports your dog’s natural swim angle. 

• 2-part flotation connected by an adjustable webbing strap
• Ballistic Nylon on belly for added chest and abrasion protection
• Cool 3D mesh on back
• 4 total points of adjustment for fitting different breeds
• 2 buckles with adjustable webbing straps on the body unit
• 1 buckle with leash attachment loop on the neck unit
• Extra-reinforced webbing carry handle
• Reflective trim and panels for enhanced visibility on the water and in 

the parking lot

123 RED-BLACK

PET FOAM FLOTATION
No more worrying about your furry companion  
when they’re on or near the water.
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PFD ACCESSORIES
Enhancing the functionality of your Mustang Survival PFD  
or ensuring it works the way it was intended, so you can stay  
out on the water.

Putting things back together, powering up for fresh adventures 
or extending the life of Mustang Survival gear—PFD accessories 
make PFDs work beyond their first deployment or the one way 
they fit, to extend adventure-days.
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SAILING LEG STRAPS
Model#  MA3032

Size UNIVERSAL ADULT

Compatible with most Mustang Survival inflatable PFDs. Initially designed 
for a special operations mission, this accessory leg strap snaps around the 
PFD waist belt to provide a more secure fit.

• Fits Mustang Survival PFDs with 1” or 1.5” webbing
• Attaches to PFD waist belt webbing
• Prevents the PFD from riding up during use
• Appropriate for those wanting a more secure fit

2” WIDE BELT EXTENDER
Model#  MA7632

Size O/S

These belt extenders allow wearers with larger size requirements to use 
most Mustang Survival inflatable PFDs, and will add 12” to the waist belt.  
In Canada, wearing a belt extender voids the Canadian ULC approval for 
the PFD. 

In the United States, wearing the belt extender voids the US Coast Guard 
approval UNLESS the wearer has a chest size over 130cm or 52inches,  
in which case wearing an adult universally-sized PFD with a clip-on body 
strap extension DOES NOT void the approval.

• MA7632 2” Wide Belt Extender fits PFDs with 2” buckles and is 
compatible with our Industrial M.I.T 100 Vests: MD 2016 T1 and 
MD2017 T1 as well as our discontinued  models of M.I.T. 100 Inflatable 
PFDs: model #s MD2014, MD201402, MD2015, MD201502, MD2016, 
MD201602, MD2017 and MD201702

13 BLACK

13 BLACK

1.5” WIDE BELT EXTENDER
Model#  MA7637

Size O/S

These belt extenders allow wearers with larger size requirements to use 
most Mustang Survival inflatable PFDs, and will add 12” to the waist belt. 
In Canada, wearing a belt extender voids the Canadian ULC approval for 
the PFD. In the United States, wearing the belt extender voids the US 
Coast Guard approval UNLESS the wearer has a chest size over 130cm or 
52inches, in which case wearing an adult universally-sized PFD with a  
clip-on body strap extension DOES NOT void the approval.

• MA7637 1.5’’ Wide Belt Extender fits PFDs with 1.5’’ buckles and  
is compatible with our M.I.T. 100, M.I.T. 70, H.I.T., Pilot 38, Elite 28,  
and some discontinued models such as:  
MD3183, MD3153, MD3181, MD5183 and MD5153.

13 BLACK
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825 GRAY

SUP LEASH RELEASE BELT
Model#  MALRB2

Size O/S

The SUP Leash Release Belt allows for the quick release of a SUP leash in 
the event where it may be unsafe to swim through swift moving water while 
leashed to a board.

• High visibility release is easy to find and pull
• 1.5” wide web belt with quick-release buckle
• Secures SUP leash (not included) to paddler for safe release  

in fast-moving water

25 YELLOW

LEG STRAPS 2.0
Model#  MACRS2

Size O/S

An added safety measure for your foam PFD.  Leg straps prevent your PFD 
from riding up in the water.

• 2 webbing straps with buckle clips and loop ends for attachment 
• For use on foam PFDs with leg strap loops or D-rings
• Can support both youth or adult weights 

BAILER THROW BAG - 50 FT
Model#  MRD500

Size 50 FT

The Bailer Throw Bag will help you or your paddling buddies out of sticky 
situations.  1/4 inch rope is 50 feet in length and has a max breaking point 
of 1,200 lbs.  Throw bag has been designed to aerodynamic like a football 
for easier throwing.

• 50 ft of essential safety rope
• ¼” width rope with 1,200 lbs of tensile strength
• Throw bag floats
• Reflective details
• Throw bag doubles as a bailer
• Mesh panel for quick dry

4 RED

BACK
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RE-ARM A - 24G HYDROSTATIC
Model#:  MA5183 Size:   24G HYDROSTATIC

Contains everything necessary to re-arm a Mustang Survival Auto 
Hydrostatic inflatable PFD with metal pull handle after deployment

Features Support For

• One 24 gram CO2 cylinder/inflator body
• Inflator cap with metal pull handle
• Metal key
• Re-arming instruction manual

MD5183 (BC / KF) 
MD5153 (BC / KF)

RE-ARM B - 33G HYDROSTATIC
Model#:  MA5283 Size:  33G HYDROSTATIC

Contains everything necessary to re-arm a Mustang Survival Auto 
Hydrostatic inflatable PFD with metal pull handle after deployment

Features Support For

• One 33 gram CO2 cylinder/ inflator body
• Inflator cap with metal pull handle
• Metal key
• Re-arming instruction manual

MD3157 02
MD3188 02 
MD5253
MD5283 
MD6254
MD6284

ACCESSORY NAME & MODEL # DESCRIPTION INFLATABLE PFD PRODUCTS SUPPORTED
MA2010 - RE-ARM KIT 20G MANUAL MD2010

MA2012 - RE-ARM KIT 20G AUTOMATIC MD2012

MA7218 - RE-ARM KIT 38G HYDROSTATIC MD0450, MD0451

MI5700 16G CO2 CYLINDER MIV-10, MRV170

MI5708 33G CO2 CYLINDER CLASSIC INFLATABLE PFDS

MA7159 - RE-ARM PART GREEN PINS - 100 MD1166 
MD3000 
MD3001
MD3002

MD3003 
MD3004
MD3010
MD3015

MD3017 
MD3019
MD3020
MD3021

MD3025 
MD3031
MD3032
MD3091

MA9210 - RE-ARM PART BOBBIN USA - 12 ALL AUTOMATIC INFLATABLE PFDS

MA9211 - RE-ARM PART BOBBIN CAN - 12 ALL AUTOMATIC INFLATABLE PFDS

ACR HEMILIGHT™ 3 WATER ACTIVATED 
LOCATOR LIGHT

MA7099

RE-ARM KITS  
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RE-ARM C - 33G HYDROSTATIC
Model#:  MA72 14 Size: 33G HYDROSTATIC

Contains everything necessary to re-arm a Mustang Survival Auto 
Hydrostatic inflatable PFD after deployment

Features Support For

• One 33 gram C02 cylinder/inflator body
• Inflator cap with plastic pull handle
• Metal key
• Re-arming instruction manual

MD3153 (02 / LE / T3) 
MD3154 (02)
MD3155
MD3157
MD3183 (02 / GS / LE / T2 / T3)
MD3184 (02)
MD3188 (GS)

RE-ARM D - 24G AUTO & MANUAL
Model#:  MA2014 Size: 24G AUTO & MANUAL

Contains everything necessary to re-arm a Mustang Survival M.I.T. 100 
manual or automatic inflatable PFD after deployment

Features Support For

• One 24 gram CO2 cylinder and  
bayonet assembly

• One bobbin (used for automatic PFD 
models only)

• One re-arming instruction manual

MD2014 (03 / C3) 
MD2015 (03 / C3) 
MD4016 NEW

RE-ARM E - 33G AUTO & MANUAL
Model#:  MA7 114 Size: 33G AUTO & MANUAL

Contains everything necessary to re-arm a Mustang Survival inflatable  
after deployment

Features Support For

• One 33gram  
CO2 cylinder

• One bobbin (use 
only with auto-
matic inflatables)

• One re-arming  
instruction 
manual

MD2053
MD2085
MD2087
MD2951
MD2953
MD2981
MD2983

MD3021 (02) 
MD3025 (02)
MD3051
MD3052 
MD3053
MD3054
MD3071
MD3075 (BC/
GS/LE)

MD3081
MD3082 
MD3083
MD3084
MD3085 (GS/LE/
BC)
MD3087 (BC/
GS/LE)

RE-ARM F - 33G AUTO & MANUAL
Model#:  MA7 113 Size:  33G AUTO & MANUAL

Contains everything necessary to re-arm a Mustang Survival PFD  
after deployment

Features Support For

• One 33 gram CO2 cylinder
• One green inflator pin
• One automatic inflator b obbin  

(use only with automatic inflatable 
PFDs only)

• One re-arming instruction manual

MD1166
MD2020 NEW
MD2021 NEW 
MD3000
MD3001
MD3002
MD3003
MD3004
MD3010
MD3015

MD3017
MD3019
MD3020
MD3021
MD3025
MD3031
MD3032
MD3091

RE-ARM G - 12G MANUAL
Model#:  MA7 116 Size:  12G MANUAL

Contains everything necessary to re-arm the Mustang Survival Khimera 
PFD after deployment

Features Support For

• One 12 gram CO2 cylinder
• One green indicator pin
• Re-arming instruction manual

MD7183

RE-ARM H - 17G HR AUTO & MANUAL
Model#:  MA4031 Size:  17G HR AUTO & MANUAL

Contains everything necessary to re-arm the Mustang Survival M.I.T. 70 
Inflatable PFD after deployment

Features Support For

• One 16 gram CO2 cylinder and  
bayonet assembly

• One bobbin (used for automatic PFD  
models only)

• One re-arming instruction manual

MD4031
MD4032

RE-ARM I - 33G HAMMAR MANUAL
Model#:  MA3181 Size:  33G HAMMAR MANUAL

Contains everything necessary to re-arm the Mustang Survival HIT Manual 
Inflatable PFD

Features Support For

• One 33 gram CO2 cylinder/ inflator body
• Inflator cap with plastic pull handle
• Metal key
• Re-arming instruction manual

MD3151
MD3181

RE-ARM KIT J - 16G MANUAL
Model#:  MA3070 Size:  16G MANUAL

Contains everything necessary to re-arm the Mustang Survival Minimalist Belt Pack 
PFD

Features Support For

• One 16 gram CO2 cylinder
• One green indicator pin
• Re-arming instruction manual

MD3070

SAFETY WHISTLE
Model#  MAWSTL10

Size O/S

Comes in pack of 10
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TECHNICAL APPAREL
After 30 years of crafting technical apparel that keeps elite professionals 
safe, we are leveraging that knowledge and technology for the uncompromising 
recreational user to help them go farther and longer on their water adventures.

No matter the environment, we demand apparel that works hard. Designed at 
the Mustang Waterlife Studio and tested with professional users, we make sure 
your gear is thoroughly put to the test and can withstand anything that lakes, 
rivers and oceans can spray at you. Thanks to our MarineSpec™ suite of fabrics, 
we can design products for all environments. Completing the collection is the 
Marine Essentials mid layer assortment to help you layer with confidence.
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WOMEN’S TAKU™ WATERPROOF JACKET
Model#  MJ1050

Size S - XL

The Women’s Taku™ River Jacket made from MarineSpec™ SP is the perfect 
balance of breathability and ruggedness, while also being patterned and 
cut specifically for women. With extra features to amp up its functionality 
while you wrestle with your next catch. Neoprene cuffs to keep water and 
fish guts out and forearms and wrists reinforced with MarineSpec™ BP so 
the Taku™ River is ready to work just as hard as you.

• 3 layer MarineSpec™ SP for waterproof, breathable performance
• 4 layer MarineSpec™ BP on forearms for increased abrasion resistance  

and durability
• Fully seam sealed
• Adjustable neoprene wrist cuffs to prevent water ingress
• YKK® Aquaguard® front zipper
• 2 YKK® Aquaguard® chest pockets
• Articulated elbows for increased mobility
• Adjustable storm hood with tonal reflective strip
• Adjustable hem draw cord
• Fleece lined hand warmer pockets
• Internal storage pouch
• Engine cut off loop on internal hem
• Reflective logos add 360 degree visibility in low light conditions
• Centre back length size medium: 28.5in / 72 cm

WOMEN’S CALLAN™ WATERPROOF JACKET
Model#  MJ2950

Size S - XL

The lightest women’s waterproof, breathable jacket in our line-up. 3 layer 
MarineSpec™ MP has stretch for dynamic movements, perfect for playing 
hard in any inshore environment.

• 3 layer MarineSpec™ MP fabric is our lightest most breathable 4 way 
stretch waterproof fabric

• Fully seam sealed
• Fitted style hood turns with you for full peripheral vision
• Regular fit
• Articulated elbows for enhanced mobility
• YKK® Aquaguard® front zipper keep moisture out
• YKK® Aquaguard® pocket zippers keep valuables protected
• Adjustable hem draw cord
• Marine Loop™ on internal hem for engine cut off switch
• Adjustable wrist cuffs
• Centre back length size medium: 27.5in / 70cm

WOMEN’S INSHORE APPAREL  
Inshore apparel solutions built for women.

Women’s marine product that has been carefully designed,  
crafted and tested to withstand the rigours of sailing, paddling  
and fishing. No compromises.  No limits. Pure proven performance.

494 NEPTUNE 
NAVY-RED

274 ADMIRAL-MAHI YELLOW

293 MID GRAY-OCEAN BLUE

191 ADMIRAL GRAY

NEW COLOR
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WOMEN’S TAKU™ WATERPROOF BIB PANTS
Model#  MP1050

Size S - XL

Re-imagined and developed specifically for women anglers wanting  
a waterproof bib that meets their unique needs. Thoughtfully placed  
side entry zipper for when nature calls and zippered chest pocket  
to keep items secure.

• 3 layer MarineSpec™ SP for waterproof, breathable performance
• Cordura® reinforced seat and knees for increased abrasion resistance
• Zippered chest pocket with internal connection loops to keep  

you organized
• Adjustable shoulder straps for tailored fit
• YKK® Aquaguard® side zipper for easy donning/doffing and relief
• YKK® Aquaguard® chest pocket keeps items dry, secure and safe
• Fleece lined kangaroo hand pockets for comfort on cool mornings
• Articulated knees for increased mobility
• Removable molded knee pads for comfort
• 2 front waist d-rings for small gear attachments
• Velcro® adjustable ankle cuffs
• Reflective logos
• Inseam size medium: 31.5in / 80cm

WOMEN’S CALLAN™ WATERPROOF PANTS
Model#  MP2952

Size S - XL

Whether sitting on the deck or in a cock pit, you will be dry in any craft. 
Hydrphobic cuffs tighten to keep water out. The fully seam sealed pant is 
made from ultra-breathable 3-Layer MarineSpec™ MP providing stretch for 
dynamic movements, perfect for working hard at the derby, regatta or race.

• 3 layer MarineSpec™ MP fabric is our lightest most breathable 4 way 
stretch waterproof fabric

• Fully seam sealed
• Reinforced seat and knees for durability
• YKK® Aquaguard® water resistant pocket zippers
• Velcro adjuster tabs on waist and ankle cuffs
• Reflective logos and accents around waist
• Articulated knees for enhanced mobility
• Regular fit
• Inseam size medium: 30in / 77cm

191 ADMIRAL GRAY

191 ADMIRAL GRAY
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291 ADMIRAL GRAY-CORAL QUARTZ

291 ADMIRAL  
GRAY-CORAL 

QUARTZ

295 OCEAN BLUE-MID GRAY

295 OCEAN  
BLUE-MID-GRAY

NEW COLOR

WOMEN’S IN-WATER APPAREL  
We took 30+ years of dry suit innovation and  
technology and listened to our women ambassadors 
to create the best women’s dry suits on the market.

With deep experience in and innovation across our military, 
navy and commercial products, our recreational in-water 
components offer the technical development customers want 
to keep them safe and dry, and the comfort to extend their 
in-water activities they crave.

WOMEN’S HELIX DRY SUIT (CCS™)
Model#     MSD250 Size    S - XL

Replacement accessories Kneepads (MA8008) / Suspenders (MA0250)

The perfect women’s drysuit. The waterproof helical zipper allows easy 
donning but also allows you to take those adventure breaks without having 
to completely doff! The CCS™ (Closed Comfort System) neck seal provides 
quick venting while keeping you dry when you need it.

• 4 layer MarineSpec™ BP fabric for unmatched durability and waterproof protection
• Adjustable Closed Comfort System (CCS™) neck seal for quick  

one-handed watertight closure and venting
• Wrist overcuffs protect seals, and easily peel back for sleeve adjustment
• Neck collar and wrist cuffs designed with repair in mind allowing seals to 

be replaced if damaged
• Trimmable neoprene wrist seals for customized fit
• Helical waterproof YKK® Aquaseal® zipper provides easy donning/doffing and 

relief
• Agile Comfort Technology™ (A.C.T) internal suspender system balances 

weight of suit for maximum fit and comfort
• Seat, knees and socks reinforced with 500D Cordura for increased durability
• Included removable molded knees pads provide extra protection

WOMEN’S HELIX DRY SUIT (LATEX SEALS)
Model#      MSD251 Size    S - XL

Replacement accessories Kneepads (MA8008) / Suspenders (MA0250)

The perfect women’s dry suit. The waterproof helical zipper allows easy 
donning but also allows you to take those adventure breaks without having 
to completely doff! Tried and true latex neck and wrist seals for ultimate 
watertight seal.

• 4 layer MarineSpec™ BP fabric for unmatched durability and waterproof protection
• Fabric overlay on neck collar protect latex seal
• Wrist overcuffs protect seals, and easily peel back for sleeve adjustment
• Neck collar and wrist cuffs designed with repair in mind allowing seals to 

be replaced if damaged
• Trimmable latex seals at neck and wrists for customized fit
• Helical waterproof YKK® Aquaseal® zipper provides easy donning/doffing 

and relief
• Agile Comfort Technology™ (A.C.T) internal suspender system balances 

weight of suit for maximum fit and comfort 
• Seat, knees and socks reinforced with 500D Cordura for increased durability
• Included removable molded knees pads provide extra protection  
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WOMEN’S TAKU™ DRY BIB PANT
Model#  MP1450

Size S - XL

A women’s specific dry bib for your paddling and/or fishing adventures.  
The Women’s Taku™ Dry Bibs offer dry performance for those looking 
for the versatility of a 2 piece system. Exclusive hidden Undercurrent™ 
Neoprene Inner Skirt seals water out while staying out of the way.  500D 
Cordura in seat, knees, and socks so your dry bibs don’t quit before you do.

• 3 layer MarineSpec™ SP for waterproof, breathable performance
• Seat, knees and socks reinforced with 500D Cordura for added  

abraision resistance
• Undercurrent™ Neoprene Inner Skirt provides discreet waterproof seal
• Women’s specific fit and patterning
• Adjustable shoulder straps for customized fit
• Kangaroo style hand warming pockets
• Zippered chest pocket to keep items secure
• Inseam gusset for increased comfort and range of motion
• Removable molded EVA knee pads for extra protection (not included) 
• Articulated knees
• Regular fit
• Centre back length size medium: 30.5in / 77.5cm

499 NEPTUNE NAVY

TAKU™ DRY TOP  
AND DRY BIB PANT 
The Women’s Taku™ Dry Bibs are intended to  
be paired with the Men’s Taku Dry Top (MJ1400) 
to create a versatile dry system (page 48).  

The Men’s Taku™ Dry Top has an extended  
size range to accommodate more users.

Model#  MJ1400

The Taku™ Dry Top is a lightweight, waterproof 
option for any paddling mission. When paired 
with the Taku™ Dry Bibs, it offers excellent dry 
performance with the versatility of being a 2 
piece system. Trimmable latex gaskets on the 
neck and wrists provide a customizable 
watertight seal. Made with 3 layer MarineSpec™ 
SP for waterproof, breathable performance.

MEN’S TAKU™ DRY TOP
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A.C.T.™ REPLACEMENT SUSPENDER SYSTEM 
FOR HELIX DRY SUIT
Model#  MA0250

Size UNIVERSAL ADULT

Stuff happens. The removable and adjustable suspenders from the Helix 
Dry suits, sometimes get separated…and lost. We can help you with this 
replacement set.

Designed & built at the Mustang Waterlife Studio in Canada.

• A.C.T.™ (Agile Comfort Technology) internal suspender system 
balances suit weight for the perfect fit and maximum comfort

• Breathable stretch woven supports the suit comfortably

MUSTANG SURVIVAL REPLACEMENT KNEE PADS
Model#  MA8008

Size UNIVERSAL

Stuff happens. The removable knee pads from the Hudson and Helix latex 
Dry suits, sometimes get separated and lost. We can help you with this 
replacement set.

• Lightweight EVA foam offers comfort when you need it

WOMEN’S KAZAN DRY SUIT LINER
Model#  MSL550

Size S - XL

The women’s Kazan Dry Suit Liner eliminates the annoyance of 2-piece base 
systems, while elevating comfort and functionality. Streamlined dropseat 
function for when nature calls. When paired when Mustang Survival dry 
suits, the liner provides a strong thermal system for in-water performance 
and warmth. 

• Body mapped polyester gridded fleece for optimal thermoregulation
• Hydrophobic wrist and ankle cuffs are quick drying and reduce water 

absorption
• Drop seat feature provides quick and easy access for relief
• Half zip provides quick ventilation and eases donning/doffing
• Low collar prevents interference with dry suit seals allowing for water 

tight seal and reduces pinch points
• Flat locked seams provide next to skin comfort and prevent chaffing
• Underarm and crotch gussets for greater mobility
• Bluesign® certified fabric

13 BLACK
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WOMEN’S TORRENS™ THERMAL CREW JACKET 
Model#  MJ2551

Size S - XL

Our go to thermal mid layer jacket for women uses unique body mapping 
methods to balance warmth and breathability. Quick dry synthetic technical 
fabrics that stretch and move with you are the ultimate choice for all marine 
activities. Polartec® Alpha®, has been tested in our lab at the Mustang 
Waterlife Studio to be highly insulative, breathable and quick drying.

• Body mapped Polartec® Alpha® insulation dries quickly and keeps you 
warm even when wet

• Lightweight checkered fleece in underarms increase breathability
• DWR (durable water repellent) finish can handle light rain and spray
• Two front hand pockets plus interior chest pocket keeps valuables 

secure
• Elasticized hem keeps wind out while reducing weight
• Marine Loop™ on internal hem for engine cut off switch
• Thumb loops
• Tonal reflective logos
• Athletic fit
• Centre back length size medium: 27in / 68.6cm

WOMEN’S TORRENS™ THERMAL HOODED JACKET
Model#  MJ2552

Size S - XL

The Women’s Torrens™ Hooded Thermal Jacket offers all the benefits of  
the Women’s Torrens™ you love - this time with a hood for added warmth 
and protection.

• Body mapped Polartec® Alpha® insulation dries quickly and keeps you 
warm even when wet

• Lightweight gridded fleece in underarms increase breathability
• Insulated hood with gaiter to reduce wind penetration
• DWR (durable water repellent) finish repels light rain and spray
• Two front hand pockets plus interior chest pocket keeps valuables secure
• Elasticized hem keeps wind out while reducing weight
• Hydrophobic under cuffs reduce water absorption
• Marine Loop™ on internal hem for engine cut off switch
• Athletic fit
• Centre back length size medium: 27in / 68.6cm

WOMEN’S MARINE ESSENTIALS
Layering solutions built for women to work on  
and off the water.

Complementing the gear that helps you float and keeps  
you dry, these women’s specific layers take performance 
across any activity or any environment to the next level. 
Whatever the output level, adventurers have the option  
of integrating Mustang Survival into every layer of the  
gear that supports them.

13 BLACK

273 MID GRAY

13 BLACK

195 OCEAN BLUE
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191 ADMIRAL GRAY

193 MAHI YELLOW 4 RED

191 ADMIRAL GRAY

MEN’S OFFSHORE 
Gear that gives the elements in offshore  
environments a run for their money.

Built with the most durable materials in the 
MarineSpec™ family, thoughtfully designed 
around fit, layering, and seamless integration, 
and developed with innovative manufacturing 
techniques, our technical offshore gear ensures 
wearers stay dry from head to toe while facing 
some of the most extreme conditions, well 
away from shore.

MEN’S MERIS™ WATERPROOF JACKET
Model#  MJ351002

Size XS - XL

For the unrelenting forces in offshore environments, from top to bottom,  
this jacket is built to keep racers dry and comfortable for optimal 
performance on open water.

• 4 layer MarineSpec™ BP waterproof, breathable fabric has been 
designed and tested to hold up in tough salt-water environments

• Fitted hood design turns with the head and has peripheral view windows
• AIS/EPIRB shoulder pocket for easy access in an emergency situation
• Neoprene inner lapping cuff system significantly decreases water ingress
• 100% waterproof YKK® Aquaseal® zipper eliminates the requirement for 

storm flaps, enabling reduced weight and bulk
• Zippered and fleece lined hand warmer pockets
• Low profile cargo pockets keep bulk out of the way
• High visibility hood for improved visibility
• Extended sizes offered to fit a broader range of users 
• Relaxed fit
• Centre back length size large: 31in / 80cm

MEN’S MERIS™ WATERPROOF BIB PANT
Model#  MP300002

Size XS - XL

Designed for tackling offshore conditions, the Meris™ Bib Pants bridges 
the gap between agility and durability. Durable high-wear areas like seat 
and knees are reinforced, and knees are padded to reduce injury on those 
longer days on the water.

• 4 layer MarineSpec™ BP waterproof, breathable fabric has been 
designed and tested to hold up in tough salt-water environments

• Seat and knees are reinforced with 500 Denier Cordura for robust 
durability

• 100% waterproof YKK® Aquaseal® zipper eliminates the requirement for 
storm flaps, enabling reduced weight and bulk

• Dedicated reinforced knife pocket
• Knee pads with adjustment tabs for added comfort
• Notes window for easy reference from your thigh pocket
• Adjustable shoulders for a more comfortable and secure fit
• Extended sizes offered to fit a broader range of users 
• Relaxed Fit
• Inseam size large: 33in / 85cm
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MEN’S TAKU™ WATERPROOF JACKET
Model#  MJ100002

Size S - XXL

Fish in it. And then, boat, sail or paddle. Wherever you’re spending time 
inshore, the Taku’s got you. MarineSpec™ SP fabric is lightweight yet 
durable, excelling on those cool and wet marine adventures.

• 3 layer MarineSpec™ SP for waterproof, breathable performance
• Streamlined design reduces bulk and snag hazards for enhanced mobility
• Fitted style hood design turns with the head for full peripheral vision
• Ample room in the articulated shoulders and elbows for enhanced 

mobility and comfort
• Low profile pockets are snag free and store essential gear
• Neoprene wrist closures cinch tight to keep water and fish guts out
• Wear with the Taku™ Waterproof Bib Pant for optimal dry  

and thermal protection
• Regular Fit
• Centre back length size large: 33in / 84cm

MEN’S CALLAN™ WATERPROOF JACKET
Model#  MJ2900

Size S - XXL

The lightest waterproof, breathable jacket in our line-up. Designed for 
inshore environments, 3-Layer MarineSpec™ MP has stretch for dynamic 
movements, perfect for working hard at the regatta.

• 3 layer MarineSpec™ MP fabric is our lightest most breathable 4 way 
stretch waterproof fabric

• Fitted Alpine style hood turns with you for full peripheral vision
• YKK® AquaGuard® zippers keeps moisture out
• Athletic fit easily moves with you during high output activities
• Minimalist styling resulting in lightweight and enhanced breathability
• Water resistant pocket zippers
• Cinch to fit, with an adjustable draw cord waist
• One chest pocket, two hand pockets
• Fully seam sealed
• Marine Loop™ for engine cut off switch
• Athletic Fit
• Centre back length size large: 29.5in / 76cm

MEN’S INSHORE APPAREL  
Enhanced protection from the elements that  
keep in-shore adventurers nimble. 

Lightweight and durable gear specifically designed  
for activities requiring loads of mobility for dynamic 
movements. Thoughtful fit considerations were  
put into each piece—taking into consideration your  
layering system—and the need to stay dry and warm  
in any conditions.

13 BLACK

191 ADMIRAL GRAY 4 RED

4 RED

191 ADMIRAL GRAY

195 OCEAN BLUE
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MEN’S TAKU™ WATERPROOF BIB PANTS
Model#  MP100002

Size S - XXL

Loaded up to give you the coverage and functionality that makes your 
adventures on the water the most enjoyable, the Taku™ Bib Pant takes your 
inshore foul weather gear to a whole new level. Reinforced in the seat and 
knee so you can move about the boat with confidence.

• 3 layer MarineSpec™ SP waterproof, breathable fabric has been 
designed and tested to hold up in tough salt-water environments

• Light, functional, snag-free design reduces bulk and improves mobility
• Large front zipper eases donning
• Low profile pockets offer easy access to essentials
• Adjustable shoulder, knee and cuff
• Reinforced seat and knee with 500D Cordura for robust durability
• Wear with Taku™ Waterproof Jacket for optimal dry and thermal protection
• Regular Fit
• Inseam size large: 33in / 84cm

4 RED

191 ADMIRAL GRAY

191 ADMIRAL GRAY

MEN’S CALLAN™ WATERPROOF TOP
Model#  MJ2901

Size XS - XXL

Lightweight, packable versatile. The Callan™ Waterproof Top is perfect 
to keep with you on any inshore excursion in case the weather turns foul.  
Neoprene neck and wrist seals keep water out while single hand pocket 
allows you to keep small items secure.

• 3 layer MarineSpec™ MP fabric is our lightest most breathable 4 way 
stretch waterproof fabric

• Velcro® adjustable neoprene neck and wrist seals to prevent water ingress
• Under arm gusset to increase range of motion whether you’re paddling 

or sailing
• Velcro® adjustable hem
• Zippered right hand pocket to keep small items secure
• Extended sizes offered to fit a broader range of users 
• Regular Fit
• Centre back length size large: 28in / 71cm

MEN’S CALLAN™ WATERPROOF BIB PANTS
Model#  MP2900

Size XS - XXL

Developed for high performance in high output marine environments and 
thoughtfully designed for your comfort and mobility.

• 3 layer MarineSpec™ MP fabric is our lightest most breathable 4 way 
stretch waterproof fabric

• 4 layer MarineSpec™ BP to reinforce the knees and seat
• 2-way YKK® Aquaguard® zipper for flexible ventilation
• Lightweight knee pads stay put with knee adjustment tabs
• Neoprene ankle closures are built for deck shoes or boots
• Adjustable Hook Ladder™ shoulder straps allow comfortable,  

secure adjustments
• Single thigh pocket
• Low profile adjustable waist
• Extended sizes offered to fit a broader range of users 
• Athletic Fit
• Inseam size large: 33.5in / 86cm
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MEN’S CALLAN™ WATERPROOF PANTS
Model#  MP2902

Size S - XXL

Whether sitting on the deck or in a cock pit, you will be dry in any craft. This 
fully seam sealed pant is made from ultra-breathable 3 layer MarineSpec™ 
MP providing stretch for dynamic movements, perfect for working hard at 
the regatta or reeling in your next catch.

• 3 layer MarineSpec™ MP fabric is our lightest most breathable 4 way 
stretch waterproof fabric

• Reinforced seat, knees and ankle cuffs for durability
• YKK® Aquaguard® water resistant pocket zippers
• Velcro adjuster tabs on waist and ankle cuffs
• Reflective logos and accents around waist
• Articulated knees for enhanced mobility
• Marine Loop™ on waist band hem for engine cut off switch
• Fully seam sealed
• Athletic Fit
• Inseam size large: 34in / 87cm

MEN’S CALLAN™ WATERPROOF SHORTS
Model#  MP2901

Size S - XXL

Super lightweight with a smart athletic cut, Callan™ waterproof shorts 
enable maximum performance while offering comfort, protection and high 
breathability.

• 3 layer MarineSpec™ MP fabric is our lightest most breathable 4 way 
stretch waterproof fabric

• Durable, reinforced seat with external seam tape
• Adjustable waist and belt option
• Cinch cords on legs to keep water out
• Single thigh pocket
• Fully seamed sealed
• Athletic Fit
• Inseam size large: 12.5in / 33cm

191 ADMIRAL GRAY

191 ADMIRAL GRAY
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492 NEPTUNE  
NAVY-MAHI YELLOW

278 ADMIRAL-RED

278 ADMIRAL-RED

492 NEPTUNE  
NAVY-MAHI YELLOW

NEW COLOR

NEW COLOR

MEN’S HUDSON™ DRY SUIT (CCS™)
Model#  MSD200 Size     S - XXL

Accessories SUSPENDERS (MA0200) / KNEE PADS (MA8008)

The Hudson Dry Suit makes it easy and comfortable to explore cooler 
waters or extend your in-water adventure season. The CCS™ (Closed 
Comfort System) neck seal provides quick venting while keeping you dry 
when you need it.

• 4 layer MarineSpec™ BP fabric throughout for unmatched durability 
and waterproof protection

• Adjustable Closed Comfort System (CCS™) neck seal for quick one-
handed watertight closure and venting

• Wrist over-cuffs protect seals, and easily peel back for sleeve adjustment
• Neck collar and wrist cuffs designed with repair in mind allowing seals 

to be replaced if damaged
• Trimmable neoprene wrist seals for customized fit
• Waterproof YKK® Aquaseal® zipper doubles as entry and relief zipper
• Internal suspenders balance suit weight for maximum fit and comfort
• YKK® Aquaguard® water resistant zippered pockets on sleeve and thigh
• Reinforced sock soles can handle extra abuse (made with our bladder material)
• Included removable molded knees pads provide extra protection and 

stay put with knee adjustment tabs
• Fabric overlay on neck collar protect latex seal
• Expedition fit for layering

MEN’S HUDSON™ DRY SUIT (LATEX SEALS) 
Model#  MSD201 Size     S - XXL

Accessories SUSPENDERS (MA0200) / KNEE PADS (MA8008)

The Hudson Dry Suit makes it easy and comfortable to explore cooler 
waters or extend your in-water adventure season. Tried and true latex neck 
and wrist seals for ultimate watertight seal.

• 4 layer MarineSpec™ BP fabric throughout for unmatched durability 
and waterproof protection

• Trimmable latex seals at neck and wrists for customized fit
• Fabric overlay on neck collar protect latex seal
• Wrist over-cuffs protect seals, and easily peel back for sleeve adjustment
• Neck collar and wrist cuffs designed with repair in mind allowing seals 

to be replaced if damaged
• Waterproof YKK® Aquaseal® zipper doubles as entry and relief zipper
• Internal suspenders balance suit weight for maximum fit and comfort
• YKK® Aquaguard® water resistant zippered pockets on sleeve and thigh
• Reinforced sock soles can handle extra abuse (made with our bladder material)
• Included removable molded knees pads provide extra protection and 

stay put with knee adjustment tabs
• Expedition fit for layering

MEN’S IN-WATER APPAREL  
What can 30+ years of dry suit innovation  
and technology do? Create some seriously 
game-changing in-water gear, that’s what.

Borrowing many innovations developed from our military  
and professional product line, our recreational in-water 
apparel offers the ultimate in safe and dry performance  
for those users demanding the most out of their days.
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MEN’S TAKU™ DRY BIB PANT
Model#  MP1400

Size S - XXL

The Men’s Taku™ Dry Bibs offer dry performance for those looking for the 
versatility of a 2 piece system.  Exclusive hidden Undercurrent™ Neoprene 
Inner Skirt seals water out while staying out of the way.  500D Cordura in 
seat, knees, and socks so your dry bibs don’t quit before you do.

• 3 layer MarineSpec™ SP for waterproof, breathable performance
• Seat, knees and socks reinforced with 500D Cordura for added 

abrasion resistance
• YKK® Aquaseal® relief zipper for added convenience and safety
• Undercurrent™ Neoprene Inner Skirt provides discreet waterproof seal
• Adjustable shoulder straps for customized fit
• Zippered chest pocket to keep items secure
• Inseam gusset for increased comfort and range of motion
• Removable molded EVA knee pads for extra protection (not included)
• Articulated knees 
• Combine with Men’s Taku™ Dry Top for versatile dry system
• Regular fit
• Centre back length size large: 34in / 86.4cm

492 NEPTUNE NAVY-MAHI YELLOW

499 NEPTUNE NAVY 

MEN’S TAKU™ DRY TOP
Model#  MJ1400

Size XS - XXL

The Taku™ Dry Top is a lightweight waterproof option for any paddling 
mission.  When paired with the Taku™ Dry Bibs, it offers excellent dry 
performance with the versatility of being a 2 piece system.  Trimmable latex 
gaskets on the neck and wrists provide a customizable watertight seal.

• 3 layer MarineSpec™ SP for waterproof, breathable performance
• Fabric overlay on neck collar protect latex seal
• Wrist over-cuffs protect seals, and easily peel back for sleeve 

adjustment
• Trimmable latex seals at neck and wrists for customized fit
• Underarm gusset for added mobility when paddling
• Neoprene waist band helps seal out water
• Zippered chest pocket keeps items secure
• Extended sizes offered to fit a broader range of users 
• Regular fit
• Centre back length size large: 23.5in / 59.7cm

TAKU™ DRY TOP AND DRY BIBS
In addition to our new foam paddling style PFDs,    
we’re also introducing more paddling-focused apparel.   
New for this season, the Taku™ Dry Top pairs perfectly  
with either the men’s or women’s Taku™ Dry Bib Pants.  
This system offers a unique solution to keep the paddler  
dry and comfortable on any adventure.
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HUDSON™ REPLACEMENT DRY SUIT SUSPENDERS
Model#  MA0200

Size UNIVERSAL

Stuff happens, and sometimes gear gets flipped overboard, stuffed in with 
PFDs or, simply lost. 

• Breathable back panel
• Adjustable Elastic suspender system integrates seamlessly with the 

Hudson™ Dry Suit

MUSTANG SURVIVAL REPLACEMENT KNEE PADS
Model#  MA8008

Size UNIVERSAL

Stuff happens. The removable knee pads from the Hudson and Helix latex 
Dry suits, sometimes get separated and lost. We can help you with this 
replacement set.

• Lightweight EVA foam offers comfort when you need it

MEN’S KAZAN DRY SUIT LINER
Model#  MSL500

Size S - XXL

Thoughtfully built to compliment the design of our dry suits, it offers 
incredible comfort and ease of access where and when it matters—making 
your cooler days on the water a breeze.

• Body mapped polyester gridded fleece for optimal thermoregulation
• Hydrophobic wrist and ankle cuffs are quick drying and reduce water 

absorption
• Drop seat feature provides quick and easy access for relief
• Front Fly for convenience
• Half zip provides quick ventilation and eases donning/doffing
• Low collar prevents interference with dry suit seals allowing for water-

tight seal and reduces pinch points
• Flat locked seams provide next to skin comfort and prevent chaffing
• When liner is paired with our dry suits, provides strong thermal system 

for in water performance and warmth
• Underarm and crotch gussets for greater mobility
• Bluesign® certified fabric

13 BLACK
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MEN’S TORRENS™ THERMAL CREW JACKET
Model#  MJ2521

Size S - XXL

No more excuses for missing a day on the water. The perfect mid-layer  
to help navigate less than perfect conditions. Proven in our lab at the 
Mustang Waterlife Studio to be highly insulative, breathable, quick drying 
and good looking.

• Body mapped Polartec® Alpha® insulation dries quickly and keeps you 
warm even when wet

• Lightweight checkered fleece in underarms increase breathability
• DWR (durable water repellant) finish can handle light rain and spray
• Tonal reflective logos
• Two front hand pockets plus interior chest pocket keeps valuables secure
• Thumb loops
• Elasticized hem keeps wind out while reducing weight
• Marine Loop™ on internal hem for engine cut off switch
• Athletic fit
• Centre back length size large: 29.5in / 75cm

MEN’S MARINE ESSENTIALS
Layering solutions that work on the water  
as well as off of it.

Complementing the gear that helps you float and  
keeps you dry, these layers take performance across  
any activity or any environment to the next level. 
Whatever the output level, adventurers have the  
option of integrating Mustang Survival into every  
layer of the gear that supports them.

195 OCEAN BLUE

13 BLACK

13 BLACK

193 MAHI YELLOW

MEN’S TORRENS™ THERMAL HOODED JACKET
Model#  MJ2522

Size S - XXL

Step up your mid layer game by adding an extra hood to your already well-
layered marine lifestyle. Our Torrens™ Hooded Thermal Jackets are built to 
perform in marine environments with proven Polartec® Alpha® insulation.

• Body mapped Polartec® Alpha® insulation dries quickly and keeps you 
warm even when wet

• Lightweight gridded fleece in underarms increase breathability
• DWR (durable water repellent) finish repels light rain and spray
• Insulated hood with gaiter to reduce wind penetration
• Two front hand pockets plus interior chest pocket keeps valuables secure
• Elasticized hem keeps wind out while reducing weight
• Hydrophobic under cuffs reduce water absorption
• Marine Loop™ on internal hem for engine cut off switch
• Athletic fit
• Centre back length size large: 29.75in / 75.5cm
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GEAR HAULERS 
Our gear haulers and accessories hit the mark on  
being essential elements of any water adventure— 
no matter the environment or activity.

Whether its fully submersible, watertight workhorse-bags 
that can live outside, gloves that provide abrasion protection 
while maintaining dexterity or hats that allow you to rep the 
#livebeyondland ethos wherever you go, we have you covered.
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GREENWATER 35L SUBMERSIBLE DECK BAG
Model#  MA261102

Size 35 LITRES

Beat ‘em down and take them on the roughest expeditions you can find, 
these fully submersible waterproof bags are the perfect companion for your 
next water adventure. With several tether points, you can secure your bag 
to the deck and it’s ready to go to work.

• Submersible
• 420D Hypalon fabric
• Fully welded construction for leak tight performance and durability
• YKK® Aquaseal® dry suit zipper
• Removable shoulder strap makes it comfortable to carry
• Rectangular construction lets you pack it tighter
• Revised full perimeter tie-downs to stow securely 

 
Dimensions:

• Length: 22.5"
• Width: 12"
• Depth: 8.1"
• Weight: 29.4 oz

GREENWATER 65L SUBMERSIBLE DECK BAG
Model#  MA261202

Size 65 LITRES

Beat ‘em down and take them on the roughest expeditions you can find, 
these fully submersible waterproof bags are the perfect companion for your 
next water adventure. With several tether points, you can secure your bag 
to the deck and it’s ready to go to work.

• Submersible
• 420D Hypalon fabric
• Fully welded construction for leak tight performance and durability
• YKK® Aquaseal® dry suit zipper
• Removable shoulder strap makes it comfortable to carry
• Rectangular construction lets you pack it tighter
• Revised full perimeter tie-downs to stow securely 

 
Dimensions:

• Length: 33"
• Width: 16"
• Depth: 8"
• Weight: 48.7 oz

13 BLACK

13 BLACK

HIGHWATER 22L WATERPROOF BACKPACK
Model#  MA261502

Size 22 LITRES

Keep-water-out benefits with pack-and-carry ease and all day comfort, your 
dry bag experience just got an upgrade.

• Fully waterproof 70 Denier PVC-free rip stop nylon fabric shell
• Fully Waterproof fabric and construction
• Roll top closure ensures main chamber stays dry
• Three quick-access exterior drop-in mesh pockets for frequently 

accessed items
• Key-clip
• Padded back pack straps with sternum strap keep you hands free

168 BLACK-AZURE BLUE
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HIGHWATER 60L WATERPROOF GEAR HAULER
Model#  MA261702

Size 60 LITRES

Pack everything you need in this always-dry bag, modified from our largest 
Highwater bag to suit your shorter escapes. Bring it all; the Highwater 60L 
can handle it.

• Fully Waterproof fabric and construction.
• Roll top closure ensures main chamber stays dry
• 40L + 20L storage capacity
• Interior waterproof roll-top closure with easy to open drawstring 

exterior opening
• Three Grab Handles fro easy transport or lash points
• Padded back pack straps with sternum strap keep you hand free

BLUEWATER 5L WATERPROOF ROLL TOP DRY BAG
Model#  MA260102

Size 5 LITRES

Shark tooth texture on fabric for added durability. Great for storing clothes, 
snacks or anything you want to keep bone dry.

• 210 Denier ripstop nylon is TPU coated for maximum waterproofing
• Fully welded construction with taped seams for added reinforcement
• Unique cube design packs together tightly and won’t roll around on deck

• Dimensions:
• Length: 16.9in / 43cm
• Width: 11.2in / 28.5cm
• Depth: 4.0in / 10.1cm
• Weight: 3.8 oz

168 BLACK-AZURE BLUE

191 ADMIRAL GRAY

BLUEWATER 10L WATERPROOF ROLL TOP DRY BAG
Model#  MA260202

Size 10 LITRES

Shark tooth texture on fabric for added durability. Great for storing clothes, 
snacks or anything you want to keep bone dry.

• 210 Denier ripstop nylon is TPU coated for maximum waterproofing
• Fully welded construction with taped seams for added reinforcement
• Unique cube design packs together tightly and won’t roll around on deck

• Dimensions:
• Length: 19.7in / 50cm
• Width: 12.2in / 31cm
• Depth: 5.0in / 12.8cm
• Weight: 4.4 oz

191 ADMIRAL GRAY
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BLUEWATER 15L WATERPROOF ROLL TOP DRY BAG
Model#  MA260302

Size 15 LITRES

Shark tooth texture on fabric for added durability. Great for storing clothes, 
snacks or anything you want to keep bone dry.

• 210 Denier ripstop nylon is TPU coated for maximum waterproofing
• Fully welded construction with taped seams for added reinforcement
• Unique cube design packs together tightly and won’t roll around on deck

• Dimensions:
• Length: 23.6in / 60cm
• Width: 13.4in / 34cm
• Depth: 6.1in / 15.4cm
• Weight: 5.4 oz

191 ADMIRAL GRAY

BLUEWATER 20L WATERPROOF ROLL TOP DRY BAG
Model#  MA260402

Size 20 LITRES

Shark tooth texture on fabric for added durability. Great for storing clothes, 
snacks or anything you want to keep bone dry.

• 210 Denier ripstop nylon is TPU coated for maximum waterproofing
• Fully welded construction with taped seams for added reinforcement
• Unique cube design packs together tightly and won’t roll around on deck

• Dimensions:
• Length: 24.3in / 61.8cm
• Width: 16.1in / 40.8cm
• Depth: 7.1in / 18.1cm
• Weight: 6.5 oz

191 ADMIRAL GRAY

BLUEWATER 35L WATERPROOF ROLL TOP DRY BAG
Model#  MA260502

Size UNIVERSAL

Shark tooth texture on fabric for added durability. Great for storing clothes, 
snacks or anything you want to keep bone dry.

• 210 Denier ripstop nylon is TPU coated for maximum waterproofing
• Fully welded construction with taped seams for added reinforcement
• Unique cube design packs together tightly and won’t roll around on 

deck

• Dimensions:
• Length: 25.9in / 65.8cm
• Width: 19.3in / 49cm
• Depth: 8.2in / 20.9cm
• Weight: 6.5 oz

191 ADMIRAL GRAY
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EP 3250 FULL FINGER GLOVES
Model#  MA600502

Size XS - XL

Tested in the most extreme offshore environment, these EP3250 Full Finger 
gloves outlast the competition. Perfect for wet work, they wick sweat and 
promote grip. Flexible design molds to your hands with increased wear.

• Engineered for wet work with synthetic leather on the fingers and a 
silicon grip closure tucked under wrist to avoid snag

• Molded 3mm neoprene on the back of the hand helps keep warmth in 
and water out

• Heavy Duty palm overlay and flexible construction that stand up to 
constant abrasion

262 GRAY-BLACK

EP 3250 OPEN FINGER GLOVES
Model#  MA600402

Size XS - XL

Tested in the most extreme offshore environment, these EP3250 Open 
Finger Gloves outlast the competition. Perfect for wet work, they wick 
sweat and promote grip. Flexible design molds to your hands with 
increased wear.

• Engineered for wet work with synthetic leather on the fingers  
and a silicon grip closure tucked under wrist to avoid snag

• Breathable nylon on the back of the hand and an open-finger design 
keep sweat away and promote grip

• Heavy Duty palm overlay and flexible construction that stand up   
to constant abrasion

262 GRAY-BLACK

GLOVES AND ACCESSORIES 
From protecting your digits while pulling stubborn lines  
or gripping a heavy catch to shading your face from the 
 sun’s rays, Mustang Survival accessories are ready to go 
where you go.
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TRACTION CLOSED FINGER GLOVES
Model#  MA600302

Size S - XL

A hard working pair of gloves with unmatched wet grip. Abrasion resistant 
with knuckle overlays for added protection without the bulk. Handy cuff 
closure tab and pairing snaps.

• Fold back thumb, index and middle finger for full dexterity
• Back of hands are 2.5mm neoprene
• AX Suede™ G-Series palm overlays provide unmatched  

wet grip and abrasion resistance
• Knuckle overlays offer added protection without adding bulk
• Cuff closure tab with silicon grip and pairing snaps

TRACTION UV OPEN FINGER GLOVES 
Model#  MA6007

Size XS - XL

UPF 50 protection against the scorching sun while keeping your hands 
cool and nimble. Unmatched wet grip, extended wrist coverage and pairing 
snaps will have you taking these along on every excursion. Engineered for 
wet work with synthetic leather on the fingers and a silicon grip closure 
tucked under wrist to avoid snags.

• Finger pull tabs with silicon grip for easy doffing
• Lightweight polyester Spandex knit with UV treated yarns keep your 

hands protected and cool
• Extended wrist coverage with pairing snaps
•  Extended index finger reduces blisters and cuts
• UPF 50 Protection
•  AX Suede™ G-Series palm overlays provide unmatched wet grip  

and abrasion resistance
• Cuff pull tab with silicon grip makes it easier to pull gloves on

269 GRAY-BLUE

271 LIGHT GRAY-BLUE

MUSTANG SURVIVAL BEANIE
Model#  MA0106

Size UNIVERSAL ADULT

Whether you’re in for a frigid season ahead or simply a glutton for coziness, 
the Mustang Survival Beanie lets you keep your water life pride front and 
centre year-round.

• 100% Acrylic
• Woven label patch

282 CHARCOAL MELANGE
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FLAT BRIM HAT 
Model#  MA0104

Size UNIVERSAL ADULT

Made with FlexFit® Technology, you will forget you are wearing this ultra 
comfortable flat brimmed hat. Cotton brim to keep you shaded and 
polyester quick dry mesh for breathability all in this 6 panel construction.

• Mesh back for breathability
• Snap back for adjustability

13 BLACK

FOAM TRUCKER HAT
Model#  MA0102

Size UNIVERSAL ADULT

Lightweight and breathable, this classic foam trucker will keep the sun off 
your face and dry quickly if it gets wet.

• Snap back for adjustability
• Mesh back panels for breathability

4 RED

5 NAVY BLUE

BASEBALL HAT
Model#  MA0105

Size UNIVERSAL ADULT

A traditional 6 panel construction with FlexFit® technology will keep you 
protected from the sun and elements.

• Mesh back for breathability
• Snap back for adjustability13 BLACK

MULTI-CAM HAT
Model#  MA0103

Size S, L

Essential for avid outdoors people seeking to stay discreet while keeping 
the elements off their head and face, the Multi-Cam Hat is a 6 panel hat 
with FlexFit® technology for a perfectly comfortable fit.

• FlexFit® technology for comfort and fit
• Officially licensed Multicam® pattern

259 CRYE MULTICAM CAMOUFLAGE
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INDUSTRIAL
New standards, fresh codes. 

We continue to see changes within the industrial maritime sector  
across a number of levels. 

Within the product range itself, we’ve harmonized many SKUs  
across Canada and the US; allowing Mustang Survival to increase  
the number of styles and colours available to our customers.  

Mustang Survival continues to work with legislative and governing  
bodies who are responsible for the approval of marine flotation  
and survival as we continue to create innovative solutions in both  
the industrial and the recreational businesses.
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02 ORANGE

02 ORANGE

INFLATED

HEAVY DUTY PFDS 
Mustang Survival’s engineering & product design teams 
continue to work with the industrial marine user community 
to develop new approved options for the serious user 
focusing on performance, comfort, and safety.

No matter the environment or activity, our industrial devices 
offer the essentials—high buoyancy, anchor points, storage 
solutions, along with the use of color and SOLAS reflective 
details providing maximum visibility on the water. 

Mustang Survival has pioneered inflatable vests for the industrial 
market—and continues to develop options for commercial and 
industrial users that make their days on and by the water safe, 
and comfortable even in the most demanding environments.

INFLATABLE WORK VEST
Model#  MD3188 02 (USA ONLY)

Size UNIVERSAL ADULT RE-ARM  “B” MA5283

Approval USCG T YPE V WORK VEST / T YPE II RECREATIONAL

• Hammar® Hydrostatic Inflator Technology (HIT™) will only inflate in 4”  
or more of water pressure, or when manually activated, and not in rain,  
spray or high humidity

• Low-profile inflation handle to prevent snagging and cause  
inadvertent inflation

• 38 LBS buoyancy when inflated
• Durable heavy duty urethane coated nylon outer shell
• Fast tab on left shoulder
• SOLAS reflective tape and safety whistle
• Cylinder is contained within the bladder to protect against corrosion
• 50 mph dynamic strength-tested construction
• Approved for use on inspected or uninspected vessels of any size

INFLATABLE LIFE JACKET
Model#  MD3157 02 (CAN ONLY)

Size UNIVERSAL ADULT RE-ARM “B” MA5283

Approval TC APPROVED LIFE JACKET CLASS 1 CATEGORY 2A

• Hammar® Hydrostatic Inflator Technology (HIT™) will only inflate in 4”  
or more of water pressure, or when manually activated, and not in rain,  
spray or high humidity

• Low-profile inflation handle to prevent snagging and cause  
inadvertent inflation

• 38 LBS buoyancy when inflated
• Durable heavy duty urethane coated nylon outer shell
• Fast tab on left shoulder.
• Cylinder is contained within the bladder to protect against corrosion
• Neoprene Comfort Collar™
• SOLAS reflective tape and safety whistle
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HIT™ AUTO HYDROSTATIC INFLATABLE PFD T3
Model#  MD3183 T3 (USA) MD3153 T3 (CAN)

Size UNIVERSAL ADULT RE-ARM  “C” MA7214

Approval USCG T YPE II / T YPE V COMMERCIAL

• Hammar® Hydrostatic Inflator Technology (HIT™) will only inflate 
in 4” or more of water pressure, or when manually activated, 
and not in rain, spray or high humidity

• Back flap & SOLAS reflective tape
• 38 LBS buoyancy when inflated
• For the highest visibility and to comply with ANSI 107-2004 Class 2 

standards, wear the MD3183 T3 with a Diamond Rubber Products 8972 
mesh vest

• Bright flourescent yellow / green inflation cell with SOLAS reflective 
tape, safety whistle and strobe light attachment

• Cylinder is contained within the bladder to protect against corrosion

HIT™ AUTO HYDROSTATIC INFLATABLE PFD T2
Model#  MD3183 T2 (USA ONLY)

Size UNIVERSAL ADULT RE-ARM  “C” MA7214

Approval USCG T YPE II / T YPE V COMMERCIAL

• Hammar® Hydrostatic Inflator Technology (HIT™) will only inflate in 4”  
or more of water pressure, or when manually activated, and not in rain,  
spray or high humidity

• 38 LBS buoyancy when inflated
• Customizable back flap & 64 square inches of SOLAS reflective tape
• Cylinder is contained within the bladder to protect against corrosion
• Compatible with ACR HemiLight™3 Water Activated Locator Light 

(shown in inflated view, not included)

M.I.T. 100 AUTOMATIC INFLATABLE PFD  
WITH SOLAS REFLECTIVE TAPE & WHISTLE
Model#  MD2016 T 1 (USA) MD2017 T 1 (CAN)

Size UNIVERSAL ADULT RE-ARM  “D” MA2014

Approval USCG T YPE III PERFORMANCE / T YPE V COMMERCIAL
TC APPROVED PFD

• Automatically inflates to provide 28LBS buoyancy
• 500 Denier Cordura® outer shell
• Exclusive Membrane Inflatable Technology™ (M.I.T.) 

inflation cell for a lightweight, flexible fit
• Inflator inspection window and easy access flap
• 1-fold, easy to repack design
• Belt extender sold separately (model # MA7632)

33 ORANGE-BLACK

239 FLUORESCENT YELLOW GREEN

33 ORANGE-BLACK

INFLATED

INFLATED

INFLATED
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SAR VEST WITH SOLAS REFLECTIVE TAPE
Model#  MV5606

Size S - XXXL

Approval HARMONIZED LEVEL 70

• Two large front cargo pockets with easy to use pull tabs for extra 
storage

• 62 square inches of SOLAS reflective tape
• 15.5 LBS of buoyancy
• Meets PWC requirements
• Fast-tab on left shoulder

INFLATABLE SAR VEST
Model#  MIV-20

Size UNIVERSAL ADULT RE-ARM  MI5700

• Manually inflates by pulling activation cord
• 18 LBS buoyancy when inflated
• Additional buoyancy to account for carriage of rescue gear
• Knife pocket
• Radio pockets
• Multiple cargo pockets and attachment points

OPERATIONS SUPPORT WATER RESCUE VEST
Model#  MRV050 WR

Size XS, M, XL

Approval USCG T YPE III

• 15.5 LBS of buoyancy 
• Short-waist cut for maximum torso mobility
• Reflective tape on front and back
• Fast tab and D-ring for radio and light attachment
• Two storage pockets with zipper closures

2 ORANGE

4 RED

251 FLUORESCENT  
YELLOW GREEN-BLACK

BACK
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CLASSIC INDUSTRIAL VEST  
WITH 2 POCKETS & RADIO POCKET
Model#  MV3119 RP (CAN ONLY)

Size S - XXL

Approval TC APPROVED PFD

• 15.7LBS of buoyancy
• Industrial vest with SOLAS reflective tape
• Two roomy pockets with Velcro™ closures
• Adjustable radio pocket allows you to use the radio 

without removing it from the pocket

4-ONE SOLAS VEST
Model#  MV8040 (ADULT) MV8035 (CHILD)

Size 95 LBS+ (ADULT) 33-95 LBS (CHILD)

Approval USCG SOLAS, TC SOLAS, MED SOLAS, INTERNATIONAL SOLAS, USCG T YPE I

• Compact storage
• 38 LBS of buoyancy (adult), 22 LBS of buoyancy (child)
• 62 square inches of SOLAS reflective tape
• Easy to don
• Accessory tab with SOLAS approved whistle
• Only device on the market with 5 approvals
• Lifting loop

CLASSIC INDUSTRIAL VEST  
WITH 4 POCKETS & SOLAS REFLECTIVE TAPE
Model#  MV3128 T2 (USA ONLY)

Size S - XXL, 3XL / 7XL

Approval USCG T YPE III

• 15.7 LBS of buoyancy
• Four Velcro™ pockets
• 50 mph dynamic strength tested
• 62 square inches of SOLAS reflective tape
• Tug-Tite™ side adjustments

2 ORANGE

2 ORANGE

2 ORANGE

BACK

BACK
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INDUSTRIAL MESH VEST
Model#  MV1254 T3 (USA ONLY)

Size SM, L/XL, XXL/XXXL, 4XL/5XL

Approval USCG T YPE III

• 50 MPH dynamic strength-tested construction
• Provides a minimum of 155 square inches of reflective material 

(MV1254 T3 only)
• Meets ANSI 107-2010 Class 1

 239 FLUORESCENT  
YELLOW GREEN

2 ORANGE

INDUSTRIAL MESH VEST
Model#  MV1254 T 1 (USA) MV1255 T 1 (CAN)

Size SM, L/XL, XXL/XXXL, 4XL/5XL

Approval USCG T YPE III
TC APPROVED PFD

• 50 MPH dynamic strength-tested construction
• Size 4XL/5XL only available for MV1254 T1

2 ORANGE

WORK VEST WITH SOLAS REFLECTIVE TAPE
Model#  MV3192 (USA ONLY)

Size UNIVERSAL ADULT

Approval USCG T YPE III/V WORK VEST

• Type V Work Vest
• Fast-tab to attach required equipment
• 62 square inches of SOLAS reflective tape
• 17.5 LBS buoyancy
• Side adjustments create a customized fit in a functional universal size

2 ORANGE

BACK
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CLASSIC INDUSTRIAL VEST 
WITH SOLAS REFLECTIVE TAPE
Model#  MV3196 T2

Size S, M, L, XL, XXL, 7XL

Approval HARMONIZED LEVEL 70

• 15.7 LBS of buoyancy
• Reflective tape on shoulders
• Adjustable side straps
• Large armholes

UNIVERSAL FIT ADULT PFD  
WITH SOLAS REFLECTIVE TAPE
Model#  MV3104 T 1 MV3005 T 1

Size UNIVERSAL ADULT

Approval USCG T YPE III  
TC APPROVED PFD

• 15.7 LBS of buoyancy
• Flexible fit in a universal size
• 3 adjustable straps and open sides for a comfortable fit
• Airsoft™ flotation foam
• 62 square inches of SOLAS reflective tape2 ORANGE [USA]

2 ORANGE

4 RED [CAN]
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CATALYST FLOTATION JACKET
Model#  MJ5246

Size S - XXXL

Approval HARMONIZED

• M-Tech™ Comfort System provides unparalleled range of motion 
and mobility

• Waterproof, breathable, fully taped outer shell
• Immersed Clo 0.17 when worn with the Catalyst Pant
• Zippered chest pocket and front slash hand warmer pockets
• Pit zips for ventilation
• Integrated hood with reflective trim
• Comfort Cuff™ technology
• D-ring for engine cut off switch

CATALYST FLOTATION COAT
Model#  MC5446

Size S - XXXL

Approval HARMONIZED

• M-Tech™ Comfort System provides unparalleled range of motion and 
mobility

• Waterproof, breathable, fully taped outer shell
• Immersed Clo 0.17 when worn with the Catalyst Pant
• Zippered Chest pocket and 2 front cargo pockets
• Under arm ventilation zippers
• Reflective accents for increased visibility
• Integrated hood with reflective trim
• Comfort Cuff ™ technology
• D-Ring for engine cut off switch

FLOTATION CLOTHING
The catalyst to the entire Mustang Survival brand,  
flotation clothing takes us back to our roots in keeping  
workers and adventure seekers safe in the face of  
unexpected, or unavoidable, entry into the water.

Designed to keep wearers afloat in environments where 
rescue is likely to occur quickly, these components keep  
you dry from the elements when you’re out of water, and  
add warmth to the wearer if they happen to fall in.

33 ORANGE-BLACK

BACK 13 BLACK

123 RED-BLACK

33 ORANGE-BLACK

BACK 123 RED-BLACK
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CLASSIC FLOTATION COAT
Model#  MC1506

Size S - XXXL

Approval HARMONIZED

• 15.7 LBS of buoyancy
• CSA Z96 (2015) compliant (Canada)
• Hypothermia and flotation protection
• Full length storm flap
• Zippered closures on front pocket
• Enhanced mobility and comfort with relaxed fit
• Available Insulated Hood ( Product MA7136 )

CLASSIC FLOTATION JACKET
Model#  MJ6214 T 1 (USA ONLY)

Size S - XXXL

Approval USCG T YPE III

• 15.5 LBS of buoyancy
• Relaxed fit for mobility and comfort
• 62 square inches of reflective tape
• Neoprene wrist seals
• Pen pocket on right sleeve
• 4 front pockets
• 1 large pocket on the inside of the jacket
• Full-length storm-flap
• Internal waist belt to reduce ride-up
• Fleece-lined front pockets
• Attachable hood can be purchased separately (model #MA7136)

THERMOSYSTEM PLUS FLOTATION COAT
Model#  MC1536

Size S - XXXL

Approval HARMONIZED

• 15.7 LBS of buoyancy
• Neoprene beaver tail for enhanced hypothermia protection
• SOLAS reflective tape
• Interior radio pocket
• 62 square inches of SOLAS reflective tape
• Neoprene wrist closures
• Insulated hood folds into collar

2 ORANGE

4 RED

3 RED

33 ORANGE-BLACK

2 ORANGE

2 ORANGE

BEAVER TAIL
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HIGH VISIBILITY FLOTATION JACKET
Model#  MJ6214 T3 (USA ONLY)

Size S - XXXL

Approval USCG T YPE III

• 15.5 LBS of buoyancy
• ANSI 107-2010 Class 2 Compliant
• More than 201 square inches of reflective tape
• Neoprene wrist closures
• Hypothermia and flotation protection
• Full length storm flap
• Mich attachment point on both shoulders

INSULATED HOOD
Model#  MA7136

Size UNIVERSAL

• Compatible with Classic and Integrity™ flotation coats and jackets
• One-handed tightening
• Water resistant

39 FLUORESCENT YELLOW-GREEN

2 ORANGE

BACK

3 RED

HIGH VISIBILITY FLOTATION COAT
Model#  MC1506 T3

Size S - XXXL

Approval HARMONIZED

• 15.7 LBS of buoyancy
• CSA Z96 (2015) compliant (Canada)
• ANSI/ISEA 107-2010 Class 2 compliant (USA)
• Neoprene wrist closures
• More than 62 square inches of reflective tape
• Full length storm flap
• Zippered closures on front pockets

39 FLUORESCENT YELLOW-GREEN

BACK
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CLASSIC FLOTATION BIB PANT
Model#  MP4212

Size S - XXL

• Insulated flotation pants for wear with Classic jackets and coats
• Leg zippers allow ease of entry and donning over boots

CATALYST FLOTATION BIB PANT
Model#  MP4240

Size S - XXXL

• M-Tech™ Comfort System provides unparalleled range of motion and 
mobility

• Waterproof, breathable, fully taped outer shell
• Field tested by law enforcement, aqua-culturists and fishermen
• Durable cordura knee reinforcements
• Fleece lined hand warmer pockets
• Zippered cuffs for easy donning over boots

13 BLACK

13 BLACK

DELUXE ANTI-EXPOSURE COVERALL SUIT
Model#  MS2175 (USA) MS2195 (CAN)

Size XS - XXXL

Approval USCG T YPE V (WORKSUIT), REPLACEMENT OF T YPE III WHEN WORN
TC MARINE PFD

• 17.5 LBS of buoyancy
• Hypothermia protection and flotation immersed Clo 0.420
• Inflatable head support pillow to increase freeboard
• Chest and front cargo pockets for extra storage
• Neoprene wrist closures
• 62 square inches of SOLAS reflective tape
• Tug-tite™ adjustments in thighs and ankles
• Insulated hood folds into collar
• Internal radio pocket
• Orange (2) colourway only available in US

2 ORANGE

33 ORANGE-BLACK

BACK
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INTEGRITY™ HX SUIT  
WITH SOLAS REFLECTIVE TAPE
Model#  MS-195 HX (CAN ONLY)

Size XS - XXXL

Approval TC MARINE PFD

• 15.5 LBS of buoyancy
• Weatherproof, seam-sealed flotation suit
• Immersed Clo 0.420

185 RED-CARBON

BACK

CLASSIC FLOTATION SUIT
Model#  MS-185 (CAN ONLY)

Size XS - XXXL

Approval TC APPROVED PFD

• 15.5 LBS of buoyancy
• Hypothermia protection and flotation in a 1-piece suit
• Immersed Clo 0.420
• Designed for use in a range of industrial and recreational environments

2 ORANGE
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OCEAN COMMANDER W/ HARNESS & BUDDY LINE
Model#  OC8000 HR (USA ONLY)

Size UNIVERSAL ADULT

Approval MED SOLAS, USCG IMMERSION SUIT

Designed to boost survival rates in the most demanding conditions. This quick 
donning suit is designed to be put on immediately when needed, while still allowing 
crew to perform necessary safety measures. The integrated boot provides grip 
on a wet and uneven deck surface, the stowable gloves leave hands free for 
radio use and deploying other safety devices, and the two layer system of flotation 
layer + waterproof layer doubles down on hypothermia protection. More than 
just a compliance device, this suit is designed to enable and prolong survival. 

• USCG approved immersion suit
• SOLAS approved
• Hood offers a water-tight fit; face seal gives top protection from water and 

wind exposure
• Full length body zipper gives a water-tight seal and eases donning
• Meets MED carriage requirements
• Immersed Clo 0.960

OCEAN COMMANDER TC / SOLAS
Model#  OC8003 HR (CAN ONLY)

Size UNIVERSAL ADULT

Approval TC SOLAS, MED SOLAS

Designed to boost survival rates in the most demanding conditions. This quick 
donning suit is designed to be put on immediately when needed, while still 
allowing crew to perform necessary safety measures. The integrated boot 
provides grip on a wet and uneven deck surface, the stowable gloves leave hands 
free for radio use and deploying other safety devices, and the two layer system 
of flotation layer + waterproof layer doubles down on hypothermia protection. 
More than just a compliance device, this suit is designed to enable and prolong 
survival.

• SOLAS immersion suit
• Fluorescent yellow-green for improved visibility
• Hood offers a water-tight fit; face seal gives top protection from water 

and wind exposure
• Immersed Clo 0.960 (see page 66 for more Clo details)
• Full length body zipper gives a water-tight seal and eases donning

2 ORANGE

239 FLUORESCENT YELLOW GREEN

IMMERSION SUITS
When abandonment is necessary, immersion suits  
come to the rescue.

Mustang Survival immersion suits are the trusted choice of 
sailors, offshore boaters, fishermen and other commercial 
mariners. Integrated with harnesses and anchor points to 
keep the crew together, designed to be easy to don and 
remove, and developed in a range of sizes to suit anyone  
on board, immersion suits can be the survival lifeline for  
professionals in, on, or over water work scenarios.
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NEOPRENE IMMERSION SUIT  
WITH HARNESS & BUDDY LINE
Model#  (USA) 

CHILD MIS210 HR
SM ADULT MIS220 HR 
ADULT MIS230 HR 
OS ADULT MIS240 HR 

(CAN)
CHILD N/A
SM ADULT MIS220 TC
ADULT MIS230 TC
OS ADULT MIS240 TC

Size CHILD / ADULT SMALL / ADULT UNIVERSAL / ADULT OVERSIZE

Approval CHILD USA: USCG SOLAS, MED SOLAS, USCG IMMERSION SUIT
ADULT USA: USCG SOLAS, MED SOLAS, USCG IMMERSION SUIT
ADULT CAN: TC SOLAS, MED SOLAS, CAN/CGSB IMMERSION SUIT

• Easy to don in stormy conditions
• Five-fingered insulated gloves for warmth and dexterity
• Water-tight face seal

ICE COMMANDER SUIT
Model#  IC9001 03

Size UNIVERSAL ADULT

• Fully waterproof urethane-coated nylon shell makes cleaning  
and repairs easier

• Detachable Airsoft™ foam inner liner provides float  
and thermal insulation

• Water-tight hood, gloves and non-slip rubber soled boots
• Integrated insulated gloves with textured palms provide abrasion 

resistance and superior grip
• Features extended torso, covered diagonal entry zipper  

and multi-point fit adjustments
• Integrated self adjusting safety harness

4 RED

6 GOLD
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RING BUOY - 30” WITH REFLECTIVE TAPE
Model#  MRD030

Size 30”

Approval USCG T YPE IV, TC APPROVED LIFEBUOY, SOLAS

• SOLAS grade reflective tape
• Polypropylene rope with UV stabilizer

90 FT RING BUOY LINE WITH THROW BAG
Model#  MRD190

Size 90 FT

• 90’ of 9mm multi-filament floating polypropylene rope
• Mesh top for quick drying
• Break Strength: 1900 LBS (862 kg)
• Retro-reflective tape with light stick holder and quick release buckles
• Sub-Chapter M compliant

75 FT THROW BAG
Model#  MRD075

Size 75 FT

• 75’ of 9mm multi-filament floating polypropylene rope
• Mesh top for quick drying
• Break Strength: 1900 LBS (862 kg)
• Retro-reflective tape with light stick holder and quick release buckles
• Subchapter M compliant

2 ORANGE
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MARINESPEC™ BP 
[ BOMB PROOF ]
For users facing conditions and environments that require 
nothing less than bomb proof protection. The most durable 
of the MarineSpec™ family of materials, the 4-layer 
MarineSpec™ BP possesses a highly durable face fabric 
with abrasion, salt water and UV resistance. Internally, a fully 
waterproof, windproof, and breathable membrane with 
micro-porous  coating keeps wearers comfortable and dry. 
An added lamination layer ups the durability so you don't 
have to back down against demanding marine environ-
ments or activities.

MARINESPEC™ SP 
[ STORM PROOF ]
Developed specifically for the user seeking unparalleled 
protection that suits their adventure of choice. MarineSpec™ 
SP is a 3-layer fabric system that offers users waterproof and 
windproof protection with exceptional breathability. The  
same face fabric used in MarineSpec™ BP provides abrasion, 
salt water, and UV resistance. On the inside, a fully waterproof 
and windproof membrane keeps the elements out while 
maintaining a high level of breathability. Choose MarineSpec™ 
SP outerwear for a variety of marine activities.

MARINESPEC™ MP 
[ MARINE PERFORMANCE ]
For the marine environment user seeking protection  
from the elements in a lightweight and highly breathable 
package. With MarineSpec™ MP, you get mechanical 
stretch fabric that moves with its wearer and a soft hand 
for unparalleled comfort and feel.  3-layer construction 
provides a waterproof and windproof fabric package with  
our highest breathability when the going gets sweaty. 
Think of it as the perfect layer to see the sun come up on an 
early morning out on the water...or when the storm clouds 
roll in. 

MUSTANG SURVIVAL 
MARINESPEC™
Our MarineSpec™ family of fabrics was designed with 
extreme marine environments in mind. Tested for maximum 
breathability, waterproofness and durability. 

One of our most intentionally developed materials in the Mustang Survival 
library, we commissioned the development of the MarineSpecTM family 
specifically for the marine world. Repeatedly tested to ensure it can withstand 
saltwater spray without clogging pores, the three levels of MarineSpecTM 
provide unique features to the expeditioner based on the environment and 
activity they’re tackling.
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3D Chassis  
Exclusive to the Elite™ Inflatable PFD. Creates a slim profile  
to enhance mobility, fit securely and reduce neck fatigue. 
Wind-tunnel tested to improve the body’s aerodynamics,  
reduce drag at speed and limit wind interference.

Airsoft Foam™
Closed cell foam is used to trap air pockets, providing products 
with both buoyancy and insulation. 

Closed Comfort System™ (CCS™)
Adjustable neck seal that can be worn loose when out of the  
water and tightened for immersion. Designed to optimize  
comfort in constant wear situations.

Comfort Collar™
Made of exclusive Mustang Survival materials to improve comfort 
around the neck, reduce chafing and encourage all-day wear.

Comfort Cuff™
Made of exclusive Mustang Survival materials to improve comfort 
around the wrists, reduce chafing and encourage all-day wear.

Hydrostatic Inflator Technology (HIT™) 
Water-pressure activated inflation. The inflator will automatically 
inflate under water pressure and not inadvertently in rain, spray or 
humidity. Inflates only when submerged in 4'' or more of  
water pressure.

Membrane Inflatable Technology™ (M.I.T.)
An ultra-lightweight inflation cell fabric membrane that reduces 
product weight to create a lighter and more flexible fit.

Merino Blend
Our users play in marine environments, and our merino blend  
is the best baselayer fabric for these conditions. It offers a  
blend of soft merino wool, and synthetic polyester, to capture  
the best benefits of both materials. Our Merino blend wicks  
away sweat from the body to keep you dry, evaporates it slowly 
so that you stay warm even when soaked, and is super low odor 
even when worn for days on end. Used in our Regulate 175 and 
230 base layers.

Mobility Based Sizing™
A sizing and fitting platform exclusive to the Sentinel™ Series Dry 
Suits. With more than two years of extensive anthropometric 
research, range of motion testing and user evaluations, Mobility 
Based Sizing™ offers users a semi-custom suit that reduces bulk 
and increases range of motion without the expensive custom price 
tags or long lead times. Applies to all Mustang Survival dry suits 
beginning with MSD6.

M-Tech™  Comfort System™
A 3-layer, waterproof, breathable, wearable flotation system  
that keeps you dry, floats you when you need it. The first layer  
is a waterproof, breathable outer shell, the second layer is  
segmented foam that flexes and moves with you and allows  
moisture to transfer away from the body and the third layer  
is a wicking liner that aids breathability. Included in the Catalyst 
Flotation Coats, Jackets and Pants.

Rapid Repair Technology™
Enables users to self-replace neck and wrist seals in an hour  
or less, and repair minor leaks in the dry suit shell. 

Securezip™
A self-healing zipper originally designed for military aviators.  
Creates a lighter weight, lower profile and more secure fit. Breaks 
out effortlessly upon inflation and heals itself upon repacking.

Tug-Tite™ 
Adjusters designed to be easy to use with cold or gloved hands  
to improve fit and reduce water flushing.

MUSTANG SURVIVAL MATERIALS & TECHNOLOGY
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WHAT IS A “CLO” & WHAT DOES IT MEAN?
“Clo” is a measurement of the thermal insulation of a suit or device.  
One Clo represents the thermal comfort of an average person in 
business clothing in a room temperature indoor environment. Fractions of 
this thermal insulation are what are perceived when worn in the water. 
Each of the values are below 1.0 because water transfers heat out of 
the body 25 times faster than air. Wearing a Mustang Survival suit will 
increase cold water survival time exponentially.

SURVIVAL TIMES
This graph indicates random samples of Clo values and the corresponding 
estimation of survival time in calm water (assuming a thin person with a  
5.5°F [3°C] drop in core temperature).

PROTECTION CLO VALUE
NORMAL CLOTHING 1.00

WHEN IN WATER
NUDE 0.060

MJ6224 0.185

MSD624 only 0.660

IC9001 V3 0.960

MSD624 w / MSL 602 / 603 
& MSL 600
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HYPOTHERMIA PROTECTION 
In just 20 minutes, cold water can deprive you of all 
mental and physical capacities, leading to hypothermia, 
unconsciousness and even death.Our team of engineers 
have done extensive research to understand cold-water 
survival. How long a person can survive in cold water 
primarily depends on the water’s temperature, exposure 
time, and the thermal insulation of the victim’s 
protective clothing.
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MUSTANG SURVIVAL SIZING CHARTS – WOMEN’S
APPAREL

Size Sleeve Chest Waist Hips Inseam

XS 29.5’’
75 cm

33’’
84 cm

27.25’’
69 cm

36’’
91.5 cm

31.5’’
80 cm

S 30’’
76 cm

35’’
89 cm

28.75’’
73 cm

38’’
96.5 cm

31.5’’
80 cm

M 30.75’’
78 cm

37’’
94 cm

30.5’’
77.5 cm

40’’
101.5 cm

32’’
81.5 cm

L 31.5’’
80 cm

39.5’’
100.5 cm

33’’
84 cm

42.5’’
108 cm

32’’
81.5 cm

XL 32’’
81.5 cm

42.5’’
108 cm

36.5’’
92.5 cm

45.5’’
115.5 cm

32’’
81.5 cm

HELIX DRY SUIT

Size Sleeve Chest Waist Hips Inseam Torso Hoop Dry Suit Sock

S 30’’
76 cm

35’’
89 cm

28.75’’
73 cm

38’’
96.5 cm

31.5’’
76 cm

60’’
152.5 cm Up to size 10

M 30.75’’
78 cm

37’’
94 cm

30.5’’
77.5 cm

40’’
101.5 cm

32’’
78 cm

61.5’’
156 cm Up to size 12

L 31.5’’
80 cm

39.5’’
100.5 cm

33’’
84 cm

42.5’’
108 cm

32’’
80 cm

63’’
160 cm Up to size 14

XL 32’’
81.5 cm

42.5’’
108 cm

36.5’’
92.5 cm

45.5’’
115.5 cm

32’’
81.5 cm

64.5’’
164 cm Up to size 14

MUSTANG SURVIVAL SIZING CHARTS – GLOVES
Size Hand Length

Hand 
Circumference

Size Hand Length Hand Circumference

XS 7’’
18 cm

6.75’’ - 7.25’’
17 cm - 18.5 cm L 7.75’’

19.5 cm
9’’ - 9.5’’
23 - 24 cm

S 7.25’’
18.5 cm

7.5’’ - 8’’
19 cm - 20.5 cm XL 8’’

20.5 cm
9.75’’ - 10.25’’
25 cm - 26 cm

M 7.5’’
19 cm

8.25’’ - 8.75’’
21 cm - 22.5 cm 2XL 8.25’’

21 cm
10.5’’ - 11’’
27 cm - 28 cm

SIZING CHARTS
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HUDSON DRY SUIT

Size Sleeve Chest Waist Hips Inseam Torso Hoop Dry Suit Sock

XS 30’’
76 cm

36.5’’
92.5 cm

30.5’’
77.5 cm

38.5’’
98 cm

29’’
73.5 cm

60.5’’
153.5 cm Up to size 9

S 32’’
81.5 cm

38.5’’
98 cm

32.5’’
82.5 cm

39.5’’
100.5 cm

31’’
78.5 cm

63.5’’
161.5 cm Up to size 9

M 34’’
86.5 cm

40.5’’
103 cm

35.5’’
90 cm

40.5’’
103 cm

33’’
84 cm

66.5’’
169 cm Up to size 12

L 35’’
89 cm

42.5’’
108 cm

36.5’’
92.5 cm

41.5’’
105.5 cm

34’’
86.5 cm

68.5’’
174 cm Up to size 12

XL 37’’
94 cm

46.5’’
118 cm

42’’
106.5 cm

44.5’’
113 cm

35’’
89 cm

72.5’’
184 cm Up to size 16

2XL 38’’
96.5 cm

50’’
127 cm

46.5’’
118 cm

48’’
122 cm

35’’
89 cm

76.5’’
194.5 cm Up to size 16

3XL 39’’
99 cm

54’’
137 cm

51.5’’
131 cm

53’’
134.5 cm

35’’
89 cm

79.5’’
202 cm Up to size 16

MUSTANG SURVIVAL SIZING CHARTS – MEN’S
APPAREL

Size Sleeve Chest Waist Hips Inseam Applies to

XS 30’’
76 cm

36.5’’
92.5 cm

30.5’’
77.5 cm

38.5’’
98 cm

29’’
73.5 cm

Meris Waterproof Jacket
Meris Waterproof Bib Pants
Taku Waterproof Jacket
Taku Waterproof Bib Pants
Callan Waterproof Jacket
Callan Waterproof Bib Pants
Callan Waterproof Shorts

MJ351002
MP300002
MJ100002
MP100002
MJ2900
MP2900
MP2901

S 32’’
81.5 cm

38.5’’
98 cm

32.5’’
82.5 cm

39.5’’
100.5 cm

31’’
78.5 cm

M 34’’
86.5 cm

40.5’’
103 cm

35.5’’
90 cm

40.5’’
103 cm

33’’
84 cm

L 35’’
89 cm

42.5’’
108 cm

36.5’’
92.5 cm

41.5’’
105.5 cm

34’’
86.5 cm

XL 37’’
94 cm

46.5’’
118 cm

42’’
106.5 cm

44.5’’
113 cm

35’’
89 cm

XXL 38’’
96.5 cm

50’’
127 cm

46.5’’
118 cm

48’’
122 cm

35’’
89 cm

XXXL 39’’
99 cm

54’’
137 cm

51.5’’
131 cm

53’’
134.5 cm

35’’
89 cm

APPAREL

Size Sleeve Chest Waist Hips Inseam Applies to

S 32.5’
82.5 cm

38’’
96.5 cm

32.5’’
82.5 cm

38’’
96.5 cm

31.5’’
80 cm

Callan Waterproof Top
Callan Waterproof Pants
Taku Dry Top
Taku Dry Bibs
Torrens Thermal Crew Jacket
Torrens Thermal Hooded Jacket
Kazan Dry Suit Liner

MJ2901
MP2902
MJ1400
MP1400
MJ2521
MJ2522
MSL500

M 33.5’’
85 cm

40’’
101.5 cm

34’’
87.5 cm

40’’
101.5 cm

32’’
81.5 cm

L 34.5’’
87.5 cm

42’’
106.5 cm

36.5’’
92.5 cm

42’’
106.5 cm

32’’
81.5 cm

XL 35.5’’
90 cm

45’’
114.5 cm

39.5’’
100.5 cm

45’’
114.5 cm

32’’
81.5 cm

XXL 36.5’’
92.5 cm

48.5’’
123 cm

43’’
109 cm

48.5’’
123 cm

32’’
81.5 cm
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HARMONIZATION 
Canada and the United States are working together to harmonize  
flotation standards. The purpose is to make it easier for waterlife  
enthusiasts to enjoy their time on the water through improved  
product offerings and streamlined regulations. The core benefits  
consumers will see through the harmonized product offerings are:

COMFORTABLE FABRICS
Many of our harmonized products feature our new  
ultra-comfortable and stain resistant shell fabric

REVOLUTIONARY DESIGNS
• Canadian kids can finally wear a PFD without a head pillow
• In-water adventurers can control their buoyancy with a dual 

flotation foam-inflatable PFD
• Lower buoyancy inflatable solutions encourage PFD wear

MORE PRODUCTS
Mustang Survival has introduced 21 new styles over the  
last three seasons, all harmonized for use in both Canada  
and the USA.

SIMPLIFIED REGULATIONS
Less complexity and increased function make it easier  
for boaters to comply with local regulations

Mustang Survival is actively engaged in bringing  
harmonized approvals to reality for more product categories,  
and is committed to producing harmonized products  
that enhance life on the water for all. 

We will continue to provide information updates and  
go forward plans related to these new regulations. In the  
meantime, for more information visit wearitlifejacket.org.
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WARRANTY PERIODS
Practical Product Lifetime
• Outerwear
• Base Layers 
• Gear Haulers/Bags
• Gloves

2 years from date of purchase 
• Kids foam flotation
• Inflatable flotation
• Dry suits

1 year from date of purchase 
• Adult foam flotation
• All other products

What our warranty covers  
Products with defects in materials  
or workmanship will be replaced or 
repaired at the discretion of Mustang 
Survival for the defined warranty  
period of the product. 

The warranty excludes products damaged 
due to normal wear and tear, unauthorized 
modifications, embellishments or alterations, 
improper use, improper maintenance, 
accident, misuse, negligence, damage, 
or if the product is used for a purpose for 
which it was not designed, or used not in 
accordance with the product instruction.

Unauthorized product modification 
automatically voids the Mustang Survival 
warranty. Damage due to wear and tear 
may be repaired at a reasonable charge.

Mustang Survival will use reasonable 
discretion to determine the validity of 
warranty claims. Each situation is different 
and is up to the discretion of Mustang 
Survival to determine whether a product 
has a manufacturing defect or if it is 
suffering wear and tear.

In the case that a product does have  
a manufacturing defect deemed by 
Mustang Survival and is repairable, 
Mustang Survival may choose to not 
replace but to repair the product free  
of charge. The decision on whether  
to repair or replace a product is solely  
up to the discretion of Mustang Survival. 

The warranty applies to the original 
purchaser only and proof of purchase  
is required. Mustang Survival products 
purchased from unauthorized retailers, 
online auction sites, or as second hand 
items are not covered under warranty.

The only obligation or liability of Mustang 
Survival under this limited warranty is to 
repair or replace the product and 
Mustang Survival shall not, under any 
circumstances be liable for loss of use or 
any consequential damages sustained by 
the Customer. 

All other warranties expressed or 
implied, and remedies with respect  
to the condition or use of the product, 
which might otherwise be provided by 
law in any jurisdiction, are specifically 
excluded. 

This warranty applies to commercial 
recreation and industrial products. 

Note: A recreational product used in  
a commercial/industrial environment  
will only be covered for 1 year against 
defects in materials or workmanship.

The warranty for products supplied 
under government contracts depends 
solely on the warranty agreed to as part 
of that contract. 

WARRANTY + REPAIRS 
Mustang Survival proudly guarantees the quality and performance of all our products. 
All Mustang Survival products come with a warranty that reflects our confidence in the 
high quality of our design, engineering and manufacturing.

WHAT DOES PRACTICAL PRODUCT LIFETIME MEAN?
Practical Product Lifespan will be determined in the reasonable discretion  
of a Customer Service representative who shall take into account at least the 
following factors: the type and nature of the product, the nature of the use  
of the product, nature of the product issue involved, and age of the product.
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LIVE BEYOND LAND

MUSTANG SURVIVAL

1 800 526 0532   
custserv@mustangsurvival.com
www.mustangsurvival.com


